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CHAPTER 4
R64S-30 1-400. LAND USE

410. REGIONAL LAND USE
Land use and ab'Ticultural production in the Coal Hollow Project region centers around
livestock production. Rangeland use for cattle grazing is the predomi nant land use in the
area, but the land is also used as watershed, recreational hunting, and wildl ife habitat.
The majority of the land in the current Coal Hollow Mine area is class ified as unimproved
rangeland. Some farming is done within the surround ing lands but crop choice and
production levels are severely restricted by cli mate, soil, and water availability. Alton and
Sink Vall ey incur frequent early spring frost cond itions as a result of cold air drainage into
these low-lyi ng valleys. These condit ions and the resultant short growing season restrict
crop choice to the more hardy wheat and small grain crops and alfalfa hay.
The North Pri vate Lease area, located less than a mile from the current Coal Hollow Mine
pennit, consists mostly of rangelands that have been converted to pasture lands. Although
there are di fferences in the vegetation between pastures due to management practices,
seed mixtures planted and soil s, the pasture lands are primarily dominated by grass
species. Additionally. in the North Pri vate Lease there is also a fair amount ofland that
has been converted to cropland s. most of which li e outside the area to be mined.
Although crops can vary from yeaH o-year due to rotation practices, the most common
crops raised are alfalfa, wheat and silage crops. li ke the current mine area, there are other
areas that support native, relatively undisturbed, plant communities (or undeveloped
rangelands). These areas consist of pinyon-juniper, sagebrush and mountain brush
communities -- including transitional zones between these types. Finally, there are al so
drainage channel s that di ssect the North Pri vate Lease area. Some of these channels
support riparian and weIland communities along with native upland plant communities
adjacent to them.
411.

ENV IRO NMENTA L DESC RIPT ION

The Coal Hollow Project area lies wi thin elevations 6,840 feel and 7,000 feet above sea
level. It incorporates vall ey floors and hill s, and is cradled between the Dixie National
Forest. Climate is largely detennined by local topob'Taphy and the location of the area
relative to the principal sources of moisture, the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico.
The existence of barri ers between southern Utah and these mo isture sources produces the
dry temperature climate for which this area is renowned. A weather station was
constructed in the summer of2005 to monitor monthly precipitation, temperature, wind
direction and speed; it is shown in Photographs 4-1 and 4-2.
Winter seaso n Pacifi c storms reaching the Utah area must first cross the Sierra ~~ PORATED
and Cascade Ranges to the west. Li fting of the air masses during storm passage over
4-1
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these barriers result in the majority of the moisture in rhe air condensing and falling out as
precipitation. Thus. air mass reaching southern Utah from rhe west is generally dry and
the associated precipitation is light. A similar barrier ro moisture from the Gulf of Mexico
can be found in the Rocky Mountains east of southeast Utah. During the summer, moi st
air masses do move into the southern part of Utah from the Gulf of California.
Precipitation usually falls as thundershowers associated with these air masses.
Precipitation for the area generally averages 16 inches per year. Temperature varies from
a mean maximum temperature of92 degrees Fahrenheit during the summer months to a
mean minimum temperature of 18 degrees during the winter months. Maximum snow
depths average about 12" but usually melt fairly rapidly.
The predominant wind direction of south-central Utah ranges from southwest through
west, with secondary peaks from the southeast and northwest. Surface winds near the
pennil area average about eight miles per hour. Higher wind speeds are usually associated
with the passage of frontal systems or thunderstonns, generally during the springtime.
411.100

Prem ining Land Use Infonnation

The premining use of the land within the pennit boundaries is grazing and wi ldlife habitat.
Rangeland use for cattle grazing is the predominant land use in the Alton area. Together
with lands too steep or unproductive for cattle h'Tazing, these two land types account for
90% o fland uses.
The land within the pennit area consists of managed and unmanaged expanses of rolling
to steep pinyon-juniper, sagebrush, mountain brush, meadows, wetlands, riparian zones
and pasture lands. Some horse and cattle grazing occurs within the pasture land, but is
limited due to the short growing season.
Agricultural crop production is sustained on some land east of the current pennit area.
85% to 90% of this crop is not harvested, but is used for cattle grazing. Croplands located
north of the pernlit area and south of the town of Alton (i.e. the North Pri vate Lease) are
devoted 10 hay. wheat and silage production for on-ranch winter cattle feed. Exhibit 4-1
and 4-2 reflect land use within and around the pennit areas. Photographs 4-3 and 4-4
show actual layout of cropland and h'Tazing land.
Wildlife habitats within the current mine area are refl ected on Drawings 3-2 through 3-5.
Wildlife habitats for the North Private Lease area are shown on Wildlife Maps I through 4
in Appendix 3-9 (Vegetation & Wildlife Habitat o/rhe North Pri"are Lease Area). Black
bear, Rocky Mountain elk. mule deer, and greater sage-grouse are some of the wildlife
species that use the lands within the penni! area. Land use maps of the current Coal
Hollow Mine area and North Private Lease have been provided below.
After reclamation, the mining area and borrow area will be restored to support uses it was
capable of support ing prior to min ing. Vegetation will be restored to provi<lWUlQftl SOBATED
food source for wildlife. Access roads, fence lines, and supporting structures will be
reconstructed pursuant to the wishes of the surface landowners.
I' :~.J 2 1 2017
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Sorensen:
Johnson:
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Pugh:

90 acres (approx imate)
None currently
None currentl y
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Utilitv Corridors and Other Right-of-Ways
Kane County maintains a county road, County Road 136, which runs north-south through
the westem part of the pemlit areas. Thi s is reflected on Drawing I- I. Alton Coal
Devel opment, under the direction and in corporation with Kane County, plans to
temporarily relocate County Road J 36 east while mining operations commence to the
west. This is reflected on Drawing 5- 1 and 5-45. After mining is completed below the
now existing road bed, the county road will be moved to its original location and
constructed as required by Kane County Road Department.
4 11.110 Surface Land Status/Mine Plan Area
Ownersh ip of the surface rights within and contiguous to the mine plan and penn it area is
shown on Drawing 1-3. The surface withi n the pennit area is privately owned and leased
by Alton Coal Development, LLC. The contiguous lands, outside the penn it area, are
administered by Bureau of Land Management, along with other private owners, as
reflected on Drawing 1-3.
Alton Coal Development believes that the mining of the pennit area will enhance the
postmining use of the land. Some gullies and rills will be eliminated. Drainages will be
enhanced allowing a better use of land. Wildlife habitat will benefit from the planting and
reclamation of lands for that purpose. Reclamation will be constructed to the final
landfoml shown on Drawings 5-37 and 5-37A for the current mine and borrow areas.
Reclamation will be constructed to the finallandfonn shown on Drawing 5-74 and 5-75
for the North Pri vate Lease. The altemative highwall mining will reduce surface
disturbance. Mining disturbance to the surface will be reduced along with reclamation
needs. Surface areas that will not be affected by any mining will remain in the e:dsting
pre-mining state.
411.120 Land Capabi lity
The Coal Hollow Project area has several land uses ranging from wildlife habitat to
pasture land. Vegetative cover and productivity of the plant communities in the current
mine area are shown in Chapter 3 (sections 321.100 throllgh 321.200). Vegetative cover
and productivity estimates for the North Private Lease are shown in Tables 1 through 43
of Appendix 3-9 (Vegetation & Wildlife Habitat of the North Private Lease Area). So il
resources infonnation of the permit area is provided in Chapter 2 (sections 222.100
throllgh 222.400). Soils infonnation tor the North Private Lease can be found in
VOLUME II (Supplemental Report: Order 2 Soil Survey for 'he Proposed North Private
Lease Expansion of the Coal Hollow Mine). Topography of the area is described in several
chapters, but specifically in Chapter 6. Current hydrologic conditions of the ~8~
adjacent areas to the project are provided in Chapter 7.
ORATED
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411.130 Existi ng Land Uses/Land Use Classifications
Kane County has zoned the area within the pennit boundaries and surrounding area as
Agriculture.

411 . 140 Cultural and Histori c Resource Infonnat ion

CURRENT COA L HOLLOW MINE AREA
The current Coa l Hollow Mine Area has seen a number of cultural resource inventories
and associated projects over the years that have been completed for coal mining and
related exploration act ivities. The first inventory was completed in 1977 by K.K. Pelli
under state project number U77-KA-0258b. The proj ect covered a portion of the current
Coal Hollow Mine area with no cultural sites reported (Pierson & Pierson 1977).
Table 4-\ . Cultural reso urce projects com pl eted with in the current Coal Hollow Mine
area
Name
1
Cultural Resource Management Investigations in Kane and Carbon
Counties for Prooosed Coal Leasine. on Federal Lands
An Archaeological Survey of Proposed Drill Holes. Access Roads
and a SamDle Test Pit in the Alton Coal Field
An Archaeolog ical Survey and Evaluation of7315 Acres in tho:!
Alton Leasehold Kano:! County. Utah
Archaeological Survey of23 Proposed Drill Holes and Access
Roads in the Alton Coal Field Kane Countv Utah
Archaeologh:al Investigations. Utah International, San Francisco
Alton Coal Field Project. Bureau of Land Management Land.
Cedar City District. and Private Land. Kane County. Utah
An Archaeological Survey of Auger Borings and Backhoe Test Pits
fo r Utah International. Inc. Alton Coal Field Kane Coun!Y. Utah
Cultural Resource Inventory of the Coal Hollow Project Coal Seam
Drill Sites in the Alton Amohitheater Kane Count Utah,
Cultural Resource Inventory of Alton Coal Development's Sink
Valley· Ahon Amphitheater Project Area Kane County, Utah.
Cultural Resource Inventory of Alton Coal Development's Projec t
Area Kane County, Utah
j
Data Recovery and Research Design for Sites 42KA2068 ,
42KA6104. 42KA610S. 42KA6106. 42KA61 07. and 42KA6108.
Kane County, Utah
Cultural Resource Inventory of Alton Coal Development's
Additional Survey of 440 Acres in the Alton Coal Amphithemer,
Kane County. Utah
Data Recovery Plan and Research Design for Site 42KA2044,
Kane County. Utah
Archaeological Dma Recovery at Sites 42KA2042, 42KA2044,
42KA2068, 42KA6104 , 42KA610S. 42KA6106 , 42KA6107. and
42KA6 108 Kane County. Utah
Alton Coal Development's Phase I Cultural Resources Treatment
Plan for Data Recoverv at 42KA6093 and 42KA6S0S and
Proj ~ct

Author & Year
Pierson & Pierson
1977

Project Number
U77·KA-0258b
U79-NI-0406b

Dosh 1979

I Halbirt & Gualtieri

U81·N I·0254b

1981

U8S-N I-OS87b

Keller (985

U86-NI·0297b,p

Weaver 1986a
Weaver & Hurley
1987
Thomton&
Mont"omerv 2005

U87·N I·0856b

UOS-MQ-0346b.p
U05-MQ·1 567

Slavish 2006

UOS.MQ.IS68b.

Stavish 2007a

P

NA

Stavish 2007b

I
U08-MQ-0539

Slavish 2008a

NIA

Stavish 2008b

UIO-MQ·OS04(e)

Slavish 20 I 0

NIA

¢N€€l'R¥O ATED
2010
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Avoidance at 42KA 13 13. 42KA204 1, 42KA2043. 42KA6 109,
42KJ\6110, and 42KA6126, Kane County. Utah
Alton Coal Development's Coal Hollow Mine Project Phase I: Data
Reco very Report for 42KA2Q60 and 42KA6093, Kane County,
Utah
Treatment Plan for the Portion of 42KA2041 Located on the Coal
Hollow Mine
Preliminary Report on the Phase I Testing of a Portion of Site
42KA2041 Kane County,Utah
Archaeological Testing ofa Portion of Site 42KA2041 within the
Coal Hollow Mine in the South Private Lease Area, Kane County,
Utah

I

U1O-ST-0886p(e)

Clark 2011

N/A

Cannon & Fenner
2013

N/A

Gourley 20 13

U13-HO-0650p,(e)

Gourley 20 16

In 1979 MNA completed an inventory of31 exploratory drill holes, 19 access corri dors,
and a test pit location with in the Alton Coal Field under state project number U79·NI·
0406. Two of these exploratory sites were located within the current Coal Hollow Mine
project area. No cultural sites were reported for those locations (Dosh 1979).
In 1979·1980, MNA completed a survey covering all of the current Coal Hollow Mine
project area under state project number U81 · NI-0254b. Results of the inventory included
documentation of five eligible prehistoric sites (42KA2041-42KA2044 & 42KA2060) and
one el igible prehistoric/historic site (42KA2068) within the project area with one
additional eligible prehistoriclhistoric site (42KA2058) recorded immediately adjacent to
the mine (Halbirt & Gualtieri 198 [).
In 1985, MNA completed a survey of23 exploratory drill holes and associated access
corridors within the Alton Coal Field under state project number U85·NI·0587b. One of
these drill holes was within the current Coal Hollow Mine project area. No cultural sites
were reported for that location (Keller 1985).
MNA completed another in ventory in 1986 for 43 exploratory drill holes and associated
access corridors as part of the Alton Coal Project under state project number U86-N I0297. Six of these exploratory sites were within the current Coal Hollow Mine project
area. No cultural sites were reported for those locations (Weaver 1986).
The following year. in 1987, MNA completed another inventory of22 exploratory auger
bores and 27 backhoe test pits withi n the Ahon Coal Field under state project n u rvll~;... _,....
U87-NI-0856b. Two of these exploratory sites were with in the current Coal Holl~"Mrtre PORAT E D
project area. No cultural sites were reported for those locations (Weaver & Hurley 1987).

JUN 2 1 2017
In June and Ju ly of2005. Montgomery Archaeological Consultants, Inc. (MOAC)
conducted a cultural resource invento ry for Alton Coal Development, LLC thrlt>eo«ef6a il Gas & Min ing
most of the pennit area tota ling approx imatel y 433 acres of private property under state
project number U05·MQ-1567p. The additional 85.88 acres of surface, Dame Property
(plot 9·5-29·2), added as part of this permit will not be impacted by operations and will
not be affected by mining (See Drawing 1-3). This in ventory resulted in the identification
and documentation of seven new eligible prehistoric sites (42KA61 04-42KA61 09 &
42KA6126) within the current Coal Hollow Mine area, and updating the record ing on fi ve
j
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eligible previously recorded prehistoric sites (42KA 1313, 42KA2041-42KA2044 &
42KA2068). One additional new eligible prehistoric si te (42KA6110) was documented
immediately adjacent to the mine (Stavish 2006).
In August 2005, exploration activities resumed with an inventory o f six drill sites within
the current Coal Hollow Mine project area by MOAC under state project number U05 MQ-0346b,p. No cultural sites were reported for those locati ons (Thornton &
Montgomery 2005).
Later that same year, MOAC completed yet another inventory in 2005 that covered a
portion of the current Coal Hollow Mine project area under state project number UOSMQ-IS68b,p. One eligibl e previously recorded hi storic/prehi storic site (42KA20S8) was
present just beyond the mine project area and an updated recordi ng was completed
(Stavish 2007a).
In 2008, MOAC completed an inventory that covered a portion of the current Coal Hollow
Mine project area under state project number U08-MQ-0539. One eligible previously
recorded prehistoric site (42KA2060/42K.A6505) was present within the mine project area
and an updated reco rding was completed (Stavish 2008a).
Mitigation of adverse effects has been carried out on II of the sites wi thin the current
Coal Hollow Mine project area through development of several archaeological treatment
plans. The first eight sites (42KA2042, 42KA2044, 42KA2068 & 42KA6 10441 K.A61 08) were mitigated in 10 I 0 under two separate treatment plans developed by
MOAC (Stavish 2007b & Stavish 2008b) and reported on in 2010 (Stavish 2010). This
was foll owed by mitigation work on two sites (41KA2060 & 42KA6093) in 2010 under a
treatment plan developed by SWCA (Clark & Creer 2010) and reported on in 2011 (Clark
20 II). A portion of another site (42KA2041 ) had limited mitigati on work carried out on
it in 2013 under a treatment pl an prepared by SWCA in 2013 (Cannon & Fenner 2013).
Reporting on thi s site included a preliminary letter report (Gourley 2013) and final report
in 2016 (Gourley 20 16a). Finally, one add iti onal site (4:2K.A2043) inside the borrow area
as part of the mine reclamation work was recommended Eligible for the National Reco rd
of Hi stori c Places (NR HP) in a 2005 re-inventory report. A treatment plan fo r this si te has
been prepared by Bighorn (Gourley 2016b). In a letter dated July 19,20 16 DOGM with
concurrence ofS HPO. detennined No Historic Properties Affected with regard to site
42K.A2043. Therefore, as per the treatment plan, onl y site 42K.A 1313 will be barricaded
and monitored 10 prevent adverse effect when the Pit 10 borrow plan is implemented. An
additional fi ve eligible cultural sites within the current Coal Hollow Mine area and two
immediately adjacent to the mine have been avoided. Should mining designs change and
adverse effects be necessitated, then development of an appropriate treatment pla M~ ~~
completed. All new surface disturbances within the mine area have also been moiiilor~ PORATED
per guidelines set forth in the Cultural Resource Management Plan developed by MOAC
(Stavish 2008) and the Cultural Resource Discovery Plan developed by S WCA (Bo lI~ 2 1 2017
& Johnson 20 I 0).
Div. of Oil, Gas & Mini",·
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Exh ibit 4·3. Cultural inventories comp ltcd with in the Coal Hollow Mine area

NORTH PRI VATE LEASE AREA

Seven cultural resource inventories have been conducted within the North Pri vate
Lease area along wi th mitigation work o n two eligib le cu ltura l si tes. One additional
in ventory within the project area will be completed as soon as the weather penn its in
2017. The first such in ven tory project was completed in 1985 by MNA fo r 23
exploratory drill holes and assoc iated access routes within the Alton Coal Field under
state project number U85 -NI-05 87h. One of these drill holes was within the North
Private Lease area. 0 cultural sites were reported for th at location (Keller 1985).
.
T abl e 42
L ease area
- Cu Itura resource pro1ects COInD/cted WII. h'In the North Pnvate
Pro eet Name
Archaeological Survey or23 Proposed Drill Ho les and Access
Roads in the Allon Coal Field Kane County. Utah
Archaeological Investigations, Utah International, San Francisco
Ahon Coal Fie ld Project, Bureau of Land Management Land,
Cedar Citv District. and Private Land Kane Countv. Utah
Alton Coal Pro'eel SUNe
Survey and Monitoring, Nine Backhoe Test Pils
Cuhural Resource Inventory of Alton Coal Development's Project
Area Kane County, Utah.
A Cuhural Resource Inventory of the Ahon Town Bypass Route.
Kane County, Utah
Archaeological Monitoring & Historic Properties Treatment Plan
for the Aiton Coal North Private Lease Area, Kane County, Utah
Preliminary Report on the Tier I Testing of Site 42KA3097 &
Historic Road Reconnaissance withi n the Allon Coal North Private
Lease Area. Kane CounlV. Utah
A Cuhural Resource Invemory of the Allon Coal North Private
Lease Area Hydro l9gic OUlflows Kane Countv. Utah
Preliminary Report on the Tier I Testing ofSile 42KAJ077 within
the Allon Coal North Private Lease Area. Kane County. Utah

Project Number

Author & Year

U85-NI-0587b

Keller 1985

U86·NI'()297b,p

Weaver 1986

U86·NI.()487b s
U86-NI-0864b

Keller 1987
Weaver 1986

U05-MQ- t 568b.p

Stavish 2007

U\\·HO·062Jp

Gourley 2011

NIA

Gourley 20 16a

UI6-HO-0136p(e)

Gourley 20 16b

UI6·HO'()742b,p

Gourieyl0 17a

Ut 6- HO-OI36p(e)

Gourley 20 I 7b

The following year, in 1986, MNA completed another inventory for 43 exploratory
drill holes and associated access corridors as part of the Alton Coal Project under
state project number U86·N I·0297. One of these exploratory sites was within the
North Pri vate Lease area. No cultural siles were reported for this location (Weaver
1986).
Later that same year, in 1986, MNA completed an inventory that covered most of the
North Private Lease area as part of the Alton Coal Project Survey under state project
number U86·N I·0487b,s. One e ligible prehistoric site (42K.A3077) and o ne eligible
prehistoriclhistoric site (42KA3097) were documented within the North Private
Lease area (Keller 1987).
An inventory and monitoring of nine backhoe test pits was also complete y.,ql: M~~ ORATE D
in 1986 under state project number U86·NI·0864b. One of these test pits was within
the North Private Lease area. No cu ltural sites were reported for th at location N 2 1 2017
(Weaver 1986).
JU
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In June and July of2005, a cultural resource inventory was conducted by MOAC under
state project number U-05-1568-b,p that covered both private and BLM lands. The survey
covered all of the North Pri vate Lease and adjacent LBA. Updated documentation was
completed for one eligible previously recorded prehistoric si te (42KA3077) and fo r one
eligible prehistoriclhistoric site (42KA3097). One new eligible prehistoric site
(42K.A6080) was also recorded along the southern edge oflease area withi n what was
originally an expanded boundary for site 42K.A3077 (Stavish 2007). Appendix 4-1 ,
Cultural Resource Inventory of Alton Coal Developments Sink Vall ey-Alton
Amphitheater Project Area, Kane County, Utah, reflects maps, photographs, and results of
the inventory.
In August 2011 , an inventory was completed by Bighorn Archaeological Consultants,
LLC as part of the proposed Alton bypass road under state project number U l l-HO0623p. This survey covered a small portion of the North Pri vate Lease area . Si te
42KA3097 was present within the corridor but no updated site recording was required
(Gourley 20 II ).
In September 2016, an inventory was compl eted by Bighorn for a number of hydrologic
outflows associated with five detention ponds being const ructed along drainages with in
the North Private Lease area. Thi s survey was done under state project number U 16-HO0742b,p. One eligible prehistoric cu ltural site. 42KA6081, had a site fonn update
completed (Gourley 2017a).
Based on these previous inventories, planned mining operations within the North Private
Lease area will result in an adverse effect to two eligible cultural sites, 42KA3077 and
42KA3097. One additional site, 42KA6080 is present along the southern edge oflhe
lease area and can be avoided. A data recovery treatment plan discussing test ing and
avoidance/monitoring methods has been prepared for these three sites (Gourley 20 \5) and
has been included in Appendix 4-7. As part of this plan, test excavations on the two sites
to be adversely effected by the mining operations (42KA3077 and 42KA3097) have been
completed. A preliminary letter report detailing the results of the testing for site
42KA3097 has been submitted (Gourley 2016b) and concurrence obtained from DOGM
and SHPO indicating that no further data recovery work will be required for that site. A
draft preliminary report detailing the testi ng on si te 42KA3077 has also been submitted
for review (Gourley 2017b). The third site (42KA6080) that is to be avo ided will include
avoidance barricading and monitoring to ensure no adverse effect. A final report on the
mitigation work on these sites is underway and will be finalized in the next few months.
One final inventory of the North Private Lease area will occur once the weather penn its in
2017. This survey will cover all of the project area beyond the 1986 boundaries of sites
42KAJ077 and 42KA3097, whi ch were intensively surveyed as part of the migration
work on those sites. This survey will be com pleted to ensure no additional cultural sites
have been exposed over the past 12 years since the last inventory of the proj.NCQB PORATED
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Exhibit 4-4. Cultural inventori es completed within the North Pri vate Lease area
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Procedures for ground disturbing operations fonn surface and underground mining
activities as described in section 521 and 523 and shown on drawin g's 5-1 0 and 5-53 will
follow the "Cultural Resources Discovery Plan for the Alton Coal LLC, Coal Hollow
Project in Kane County found in Appendix 4-8.
411 .14\ Cultural and Hi stori c Resources Maps
Cultural and Hi stori c Reso urce Maps are included in Appendix 4-1 for the Current Coal
Hollow Proj ect and Appendix 4-7 for the North Pri vate Lease expansion.
411.141.1 Boundaries of Public Parks
There are no public parks in the pennit area. There are known archeological sites as
refl ected in the Montgomery survey, Appendix 4-1.
411 .14 1.2 Cemeteries Located withi n 100 feet
No cemeteries exist within the pennit area or wi thin 100 feet of the pennit area or within
any adjacent area subject to potential impacts.
411.141.3 Trai ls. Wild and Scenic Ri vers Svstem
No trails or wild and scenic ri vers or study area rivers exi st within the pennit area or areas
of potential impact.
411.142 Coordinat ion with the State Historic Preservation Officer
Coordination with the State Hi storic Preservation Officer (SHPO) will take place prior to
any mining. Clearances will be obtained through SHPO by means of Ph ase Test ing, a
data recovery treatment plan, or other appropriate mitigation processes.
CU RR ENT COAL HOLLO W MINE AREA
DOGM issued a Notice to Proceed wit h min ing acti vities on a portion ofsile 42KA2041
on 4 September 2013. Thi s was provided after comp leti on of fo nnal consultation with
PLPCO and SHPO who provided concurrence on such action follow ing Tier I data
recovery on the site earlier that year. DOGM also provided notice of site eligib ility
reassessment for 42KA2043 on 19 Jul y 2016 foll owing concurrence from the SHPO on II
Jul y 2016. Site 42KA2043 has now been detennined non- significant and not eligible for
the NRHP .
NO RTH PRI VATE LE ASE AR EA
DOG M initiated eligibility and effects consultation with SHPO in a letter dated 23 July
2015. On 28 July 201 5, SHPO pro vided their concurrence with DOGM 's de ~liftn eIR ATED
adverse effects to sites 42KA3077 and 42KA 3097 in conjunction with proposed mming
act ivities within the boundaries of the North Pri vate Lease area. Following the tejUKF ~fl 2017
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site 42KA3097, DOGM initiated consultation with SHPO who concurred wi th DOGM on
the adequacy of the site summary report on 8 March 20 16, which ind icated that no furthe r
data recovery work would be required for that si te.
41 1.1 42 .1 Adverse Impacts on Publicly Owned Parks o r Places Li sted on the National
Register of Hi storic Places
The Pennit area is not within any publicl y owned parks and there are no places listed on
the National Register of Historic Pl aces within either the current Coal Holl ow Mine area
or the North Pri vate Lease area, however there are a number of eligible cultural sites
within each area that are discussed below.

CU RRE NT COA L HOLLOW MINE AREA
Mitigation of adverse effects has been carried out on 11 of the sites wi thin the current
Coal Holl ow Mine project area through development of several archaeological trealment
plans. Eighl si les (42KA2042, 42KA2044 , 42 KA 2068 & 42KA6104-42KA6108) were
mitigated in 20 10 under two separate treatment plans developed by MOAC (S tavish
2007b & Slavish 2008b) and reported o n in 20 I 0 (Slavish 20 I 0). This was followed by
mitigation work on two sites (42KA2060 & 42K(6093 ) in 2010 under a treatment plan
developed by SWCA (C lark & Creer 2010) and reported on in 201 1 (C lark 2011).
Reporting on thi s site included a preliminary letter report (Gourley 2013 ) and final report
in 2016 (Gourley 20 16a). An additional fi ve eligible cultural sites within the current Coal
Hollow Mine area and two immediately adjacent to the mi ne have been avoided. Should
mining designs change and adverse effects be necessitated, then development of an
appropriate treatment plan will be completed. All new surface di sturbances within the
mine area have also been monitored by a quali fied archaeo logist per guidel ines set forth in
the Cultural Resource Management Plan developed by MOAC (Stavish 2008) and the
Cultural Resource Di scovery Pl an developed by S WCA (801l0ng & Johnson 20 I 0).
NORTH PRI VATE LEASE AREA
Mitigation of adverse effects has been conducted on two eligible cultural sites
(42K.A3077 & 42K.A3097) within the North Private Lease area under an archeologica l
testing and data recovery plan developed by Bighorn (Gourley 2015). A prelim inary letter
report detailing the results of the testing for site 42KA3097 has been submitted (Gourley
20 l6b) and concurrence obtained from DOGM and SHPO indicating that no further dat a
recovery work will be requi red fo r that site. A draft preliminary report detailing the
testing on site 42KA3077 has also been submitted for review (Gourl ey 20 17b). A final
report o n the mitigation work on these sites is underway and will be finalized in the next
few months.
41 1.142.2 Valid Exist ing Rights / Joint Agencv Approval
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The Pennit area is located on privately owned lands; however one eligible cultural site
along the southem edge of the North Pri vate Lease area is located on lands administered
by the BLM. Thi s site, 42K.A6080, is proposed to be avo ided and monitored by a
qua li fied archaeologist during project related activities to ensure no adverse effect
(Gourley 2015). No additional coordination with the BLM will be required.
411.143 Mining on Hi storical Resources

CURRENT COAL HOLLOW M INE AREA

Inventories of the Current Coal Hollow Mine area have identified 18 eligible cultural
resource sites within and immediately adjacent to the project area. Eleven o f these sites
have seen mitigation efforts to offset adverse effects through development of a number of
archaeological treatment plans. The remaini ng eight sites have been avo ided by project
act ivities and monitored to ensure no adverse effect.

NORTH PR IVATE LEASE AREA
Inventories of the North Private Lease area have resulted in the ident ification o f three
eligible cultural sites within and immediately adjacent to the proposed project area.
Proposed mining activities will result in an adverse effect to two of these sites while the
third site can be avoided. The two sites to be adversely effected have seen mitigation
work completed through a treatment plan which has been developed to offset these
adverse effects (Gourley 2015). Monitoring of the third site is also proposed to insure no
adverse effect.
411.143.1 Collection of Additional Infonnation
Alton Coal Development will continue to conduct additional fie ld investigations and
mitigation of adverse effects within the current Coal Hollow Mine area if mining plans
should change and necessitate such actions. Archaeological monitoring will continue
withi n this area per the guidelines set forth in the Cultural Resource Management Plan
(Stavish 2008) and the Cultural Resource Di scovery Pl an (Bollong & Jo hnson 20 I 0). A
map showing the survey area already investigated fo r archeological importance is
included in Appendix 4 - J.
Alton Coal Development will also complete additional inventory, treatment of adverse
effects, and archaeological mon itoring of eligible cultural resource sites identified within
the North Private Lease area as detennined appropriate through consultation with DOGM
and S HPO. A treatment and monitoring plan for this area has been produced (Gourley
2015) and is attached in Appendix 4-7 along with a map showing the survey area already
investigated for archeological importance. Archaeological monitoring will be com pl eted
within this area as well per the guidelines set forth in the Cultural Resource tritI~~FJ1!) R ATE D
Plan (Stavish 2008) and the Cultural Resource Discovery Plan (Bo llong & Johnson ~u 10).
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411.144
Alton Coal Development will con tinue to follow the process for the deve lopment and
implementation of appropriate trealment and mit igation plans to address adverse effects
within the current Coal Hollow Mine area, should mining plans requ ire such work.
Archaeological monitoring will continue within this area per the gu idelines set forth in the
Cultural Resource Management Plan (Slavish 2008) and the Cultural Resource Discovery
Plan (Bollong & Johnson 20 I 0).
A treatment plan addressing mitigation efforts for proposed adverse effects to cu ltural
sites within the North Pri vate Lease area has been completed and is attached within
Appendix 4·7. Alton Coal Development has implemented the mitigation measures withi n
this plan to offset the proposed adverse effects to sites 42KA3077 and 42KA3097. as well
as avoidance and monitoring measures for si te 42KA6080 to ensure no adverse effect.
41 1.200 Previous Mining
There has been no mining within the permit area.
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412. Reclamation & Land Use
412.100. Postmining Land Use Plan
A description of the proposed land use following reclamation of the mined areas has
been pro vided in this section of the MRP with a summary in Chapter 3, Section
356.120. The di scuss ions include the utility and capacity of the reclaimed land and
the relationship of the proposed uses to ex isti ng land use policies and plans, as we ll as
the desires of the current landowners.
412.110. Postmining land use will be achi eved by following the detai led recl amation
plan included in the MRP. The reclamation plan includes descriptions for structure
removal, excess spoil and mine wasle disposal, back filli ng, compacting, and regrading
(Chapter 5); soil handling and stabi lization (Chapter 2); revegetation techn iq ues
(C hapter 3); measures to control sediments during mining and reclamation activities
(C hapter 7).
4 12. 120. Grazing Management Plans
Cons ultations have been conduc ted with all surface landowners of the pennit area to
provide comments in the plan and attain their expec tations for the desired postmining
land use. Acco rding to the landowners, grazing and wildlife habitat would be the
desired postmining land use, with emphasis on grazing by domestic livestock in most
of the pas ture land areas (these areas are show n on Vegetation Map, Drawing 3·1 of
the MRP and on Vegetation Map I in Appendix 3·9 (Vegetation & Wildlife Habitat of
{he North Private Lease Area). An exception to thi s plan is that one area in the current
mine site that is now pastu re land will be reseeded app ropriately to provide
additional habitat for sage·grouse, a sensit ive species in the area. More about this
plan is provided below.
A land ownership map of the current Coal Hollow Mine and North Pri vate Lease
areas has been provided in the MRP (Drawi ng 1·3). Descriptions of current
management practices as well as future grazing plans for the postmining land use
have been provided below.

Property Management Plans
A surface ownership map for the current Coal Hollow Mine area as well as the North
Pri vate Lease has been provided in the MRP (Drawi ng 1-3). Management plans for
each property ow ner is provided below.
CUR R ENT COA L HOLLO W MINE AREA

INCORPORATED
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Richard Dame currently pro vides forage for domestic livestock and some wildlife
species. This land is compri sed mostly of unirrigated pasture land but also supports
some nati ve stands of pinyon.juniper and sageb rush communities (see Vegetation
Map 3-1).
Mr. Dame has expressed the desire to return his property to pasture land that focuses on
domestic livestock, but also wants some plant spec ies for wildlife habitat to be seeded.
In doing so, the revegetation seed mix is composed primarily of native and introduced
grasses and forbs, with no woody species to be planted (for the seed mixture refer to
Chapter 3, Table 3-38).
The livestock curren tl y sustai ned on Mr. Dame's property are mostly cattle, with some
ho rses. The anima ls are kept in the pastures from April through November of each
year. A management plan to support this same postmining land use has been designed
so that the property will adequately support the animals desired by the landowner and
will not be over-grazed.
The management plan suggests that 1.125 animals/month/acre could reasonably be
sustained on the propert y. This figure was derived from the A\lerage Animal Weight
Method (Pratt and Rasmussen) and is based on rai sing I cow weighing 1,000 Ibs and
her calf on past ures that have an annual biomass productivity of 1,800 Ibs/acre. It
conservatively estimates that one·halfofthe product ion will be consumed ("take half,
leave hal f rationale"). Therefore, the total number of animals allowed on the property
in the postmining land use management plan can be calcu lated by multiplying the
estimated number of animals/month/acre by the number of pasture land acres
avai lable by the number of months the animals are maintained on a given pasture.
A copy of these management plans signed by the landowners along with their
comments are provided in Appendix 4· J and 4-4 of this chapter of the MRP.
Bu r ton Pu gh Prope rty: The land in the permit area ow ned by Mr. Pugh also
provides forage for domestic livestock and wildlife habitat. This land is co mpri sed of
unirrigated pasture land, meadows , sagebrush/grass , pinyon-juniper, and oak brush
comm unities (see Vegetation Map 3-1). The livestock currently sus tained on Mr.
Pugh 's pasture land property are mostly cattle, but sometimes horses are also kept on
the property. The animals are supported in the pastures from April through ovember
of the year. A management plan to support a similar postmining land use has been
designed so that the property will not be over-grazed, yet support the animals desired
by the landowner.
Following mining and reclamation activities, Mr. Pugh has expressed the desire for his
land to be returned to its current or better condition for livestock and wildlife habitat.
In accomplishing thi s, the pasture land s will be revegetated to focus on domestic
livestock, but the seed mixtures will also include some plant species u~OOm:p ORATED
resident wildlife speci es. Because it has been postulated that encroachment of juniper
trees into the valley in recent yea rs has had a negative effect on the local sa.re ffr~4S~017
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populations, the revegetation plan for these areas will also focus on other plant
spec ies, or species that could have a positive effect on the birds as we ll as provide good
forage for domestic livestock. The revegetation seed mixes for the Pugh property are
shown in Chapter 3 and include: the sagebrush/grass (Table 3-37), meadows (Tab le 340), pasture lands (Tab le 3-38), oak brush (Table 3-41), and pinyon-jun iper
communities (Table 3-39).
The management plan for Mr. Pugh suggests that 1. 125 animal s/mon th/acre could
reasonably be susta ined on the property. This figure was derived from the Average Animal
Weight Method (Pratt and Rasmussen 2001) and is based on raisi ng I cow weighing 1,000
Ibs and her calf on pastures that have an annual biomass productivity of 1,800 lbs/acre. It
conservatively estimates that one-half of the production will be consumed ("take half,
leave half rationale"). Therefore, the total number of animals all owed on the property in
the postmining land use management plan can be calculated by multiplying the est imated
number of animals/monthly acre by the number of pasture land acres available by the
number of months the animals are maintained on a given pasture.
There is, however, one area within Mr. Pugh's property that currently supports pasture
land , but once it is reclaimed, it will be seeded to a mixture that would be conduci ve
to sage-grouse enhancement. Th is field can easily be located on Drawing 3-1 because
it is the only pasture land located west oflhe county road. This land will be seeded
with the sagebrush/grass mixture (Chapler 3, Table 3-37). Also , the areas west of the
county road designated for borrow for Pit 10 which supported pinyon/juniper, once
reclaimed will have gentler slopes than premining. This borrow area will be reclaimed
with the sagebrush/grass mixture (Chapter 3, Table 3-37), substantially increasing the
area for sage-grouse enhancement.
A copy of these management plans signed by the landowners along with their
comments have been provided in the Appendix 4-3 and 4-4 of th is chapter of the
M RP.
NORTH PRIVATE LEASE AREA

In the North Pri vate Lease area, current plans have restricted mining to the areas
located south of what is call ed "Farm Road". This east-west road can be easily
identified on Vegetation Map I, Append ix 3-9 (Vegetation & Wildlife Hahirat of rile
North Private Lease Area). It is south of the distinctive center-pivot field .
Consequent ly, more specific land use descriptions and reclamation plans in th is
section will concentrate more on the areas south of Farm Road.
As mentioned previously, the majority of the area in the North Private Lease, especially
those areas south of Fann Road, are comprised of rangelands that have been converted to
pasture lands. Based on quantitatively sampling results from the vegetatio rt NCBOO PORATED
areas, these pasture lands are very similar to those described in the current Coal Holl ow
Mine area. Consequently, the land use, management and reclamation plans are ~\jNv!ry 2ot7
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similar. There are, however, incised channels that dissect the North Pri vate Lease.
More infonnation about these channel s has been provided in the specific parcels ofland
described below.
Following are descri ptions of current management practices for the majo r landowners
as well as future grazing pl ans for the postmining land uses.
Dean R. He a ton Property: Th is landowner has 3 parcels south of Fann Road for a
total of45 acres (Drawing 1-3). The lands here are developed rangelands and
curren tly support grass species for domestic livestock grazing. Based on previous
st udi es and infonnation gathered from ot her landowners with simil ar pasture lands, a
management plan suggests that 1.125 animals/month/acre could reasonably be
sustained on the property. As explained before, thi s figure was deri ved from the
Average Animal Weight Mefhod (P ratt and Rasmussen) and is based on ra ising I cow
weighing 1,000 Ibs and her calf on pastures that ha ve an annual biomass productivity
of 1,800 Ibs/acre. It conservati vely est im ates that one-half of the production will be
consumed ("take half, leave half rationa le"). Therefore, the total number of animals
allowed on the property in the postm ining land use management plan can be
calcul ated by multipl ying the estimated number of animals/month/acre by th e number
of pasture la nd acres a va ilable by the number of months the animals are maintained
on a given pasture.
Unless th e landowner specifies a change in the revegetation plans in the future. the
pasture will be recla im ed with the existing pasture la nd species mixture (see Table 338).
C. Fe rri l & Do rot hy M. Heato n Property: These landowners have approx imatel y
110 acres of land so uth ofFann Road. Mos t of this land is pasture land, but Kanab
Creek di ssects some of it where its deepl y incised channel supports ripari an and
wetland communities along with adjace nt up lands. This stream channe l is basicall y
undeveloped rangeland and, other than some grazing pressure and th e eros ional
component so com mon in the area. the riparian and upland communi ties are relat ively
undisturbed. The uplands in the channel are located on the flood plains and stream
terraces bordering the riparian zones. The up land communities are primarily dom inated
by Wyoming big sagebrush and black sagebrush.
Additionally, there was one relatively small area within thi s property that supported trees
and shrubs. The area consists of native, most ly undi sturbed, plant com munities (or
undeveloped rangeland s) that are primaril y pinyo n-juniper and sagebrush. These
communities will have li ttle mine-related di sturbance to them. However, if the fringes of
thi s area are di sturbed, the landowner may li kely prefer re-seeding it to increase and
blend in with the adjacent pastures and not be restored to trees and shrub-lands.
Therefore, the postmining land use will be that of wildlife habitat and domestic li vestock
grazing. It will most- li kely be seeded with the pasture land seed mixture (TabIC3 - ~~ ORATED
but the pinyon -juniper (Table 3-39) mix may also be utilized.
IN 0
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The incised channels of Kanab Creek will not be disturbed by the proposed mining
operations and therefore reclamation will not be needed. The current land uses will be
continued in the future. The pasture lands within these properties are simil ar 10 those
described above with respect to current land use and productivity. They will also be
reclaimed with the same species li st (see Table 3-38).

Hea ton Brothers, LLC Property: The Heaton brothers also own a significant portion
oflhe North Pri vate Lease land south ofFann Road, or approximately 150 acres
(Drawing 1-3). Like the properties described above, most of thi s land are pastures. The
pasture lands are very similar to those described above, with the same current land uses,
rec lamation plans and postmining land uses.
The Heaton brothers property also includes some ephemeral drainage channels. They
are located west of Kanab Creek. The ephemeral drainages have also been studied
extensively and reported in a document called Wetland & Ordinmy High Watermark
Idenficaliolls, Private Lease Area (VOLUME 10, Supplemental Report) and in another
study called Vegetation & Wildlife Habitat olthe North Private Lease Area (VOLUME
12, Supplemental Report) .
The channels support some riparian and wetland communiti es including riparian wet
meadows, mixed riparian scrub/shrubs, as well as narrow bands of sageb rush communities
on the adjacent upland terraces. The field studi es found that the Private North Lease study
area supports 9.44 acres of jurisdictional wetlands, most of which were identified in the
Kanab Creek drainage. Kanab Creek and the plant communities supported within it will
1101 be disturbed by mining act ivi ties. The other channels, however, may be disturbed by
mining, some of which support wetland and upland communities. The landowner has
indicated that the erosional features be eliminated, therefore areas of the channels will be
reclaimed and seeded to support pasture land.
Postmining land uses of the Heaton Brothers property will be returned to the current land
use - that of grazing in the pastures and wild li fe hab itat in the drainage channels.
Orval & Greta Palmer Prope rty : There is one relatively small parcel ofland, about 10
acres, owned by Orval & Great Pa lmer. Thi s is a pastu re with identical current land uses
as described above for other pasture lands. It will also be seeded the same at the time of
final reclamation and result in the same postmining land use.
412.130.

Postmining Land Use Changes

With the exception of improvement of the current pasture lands, pinyon/juniper
borrow area, and the area ment ioned above that will be seeded with plant species that
enhances sage-grouse habitat, there will be no changes from the pre-mining land use
for the postmining land uses.
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412.140. Land Use Considerations
Considerations for postmining land uses have been made by consulting with the
surface landowners for the pasture lands as well as the native plant communities that
will be impacted by the mining acti vit ies. The landowners have special concerns
regarding plant species for livestock and others for wildlife. Basicall y, th e pasture
lands will be planted with grass and forb species good fo r livestock and wildlife
spec ies, and will not include any woody species. At final reclamation, the natural plant
communities di sturbed by mining will be seeded with native plants, some of which will
have special cons iderations for habitat improvement for the sensit ive bird, greater
sage-grouse.
Add itionally, considerations were made to insure compliance with all state and
federal regulations for postmining land use and reclamation. For example, all plant
comm unities that will be impacted by mining have been quantitatively sampled
beforehand and compared to similar communities that will not be affected. The
unaffected communities will remain undisturbed and will be used as "reference
areas", or future standards for revegetation success at the time of final reclamati on.
Those native plant communities that were disturbed prior to mining (i.e. pasture
lands) will not have reference areas for comparison at th e time of final reclamation.
Instead, revegetation success standards have been developed beforehand and were
based on sampling the pasture lands in the area from 2006 to 2012 (see Chapter 3,
Section 356.120).
412.200. Land Owner or Surface Manager Comments
The postmining land use plans that have been signed by the landowners and are
included in the appendix of this chapter. Also included is a page for "Comments" by
the landowners.

412.300. Suitability and Compat ibilit y
All areas utilized for excess spoil will be restored to AOe at final reclamation and are
compatible wi th the natural surroundings and the approved postmining land use. The
finallandfonn configuratio n can be viewed on Drawings 5-37 and 5-37A.
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413 PE RFORMANCE STANDARDS
413 . 100. Po slmining Land Use

All disturbed areas will be restored in a timely manner to conditions that are capable
of supporting the uses that were present before any mining occurred. In some cases
imp rovement of the land will be achieved (see Postmining Land Use Plan above and
Chap.er 3, Sec.ion 356.100).
413.200. Determ inin g Pre-M in ing Uses of Land
The pre-mini ng uses of land in which the posunining land use is compared have been
previously desc ribed (see Postmin ing Land Usc Pl an above).
413.300. Criteria for Alternative Postm in ing Land Uses
Other than imp rovements to the existing land described above, the land wi ll be returned
to its pre-m ini ng conditio ns.
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420 AIR QUALITY
421 CLEAN A IR ACT
Coal mining and reclamation operations will be co nducted in compliance with the
requirements for the Clean Air Act and Any o ther appli cable Utah o r Federal statutes and
regulations contain ing air quality standards.
422 UTAH BUREA U OF AIR Q UALITY
For the Coal Hollow Mine, Alton Coal Development, LLC retained JBR Environmental
Consultant s to prepare a Notice of Intent (NOl) for a new source at the Coal Hollow
Project. The original NO I was submitted to the Utah Di vision of Air Quality (U DAQ) on
May 8, 2007. This NO! provided an initial assessment of air emi ss io ns for the project
based on the MRP prior to being detennined Administrati vely Complete. JBR coordinated
preparation of the original NO I with Tom Bradley and Jon Black of the UDAQ. In
September 2008, JBR began developmen t of a revised NOI to include air dispersion
modeling. Thi s air di spersion modeling was coordinated with Dave Prey ofUDAQ. A
conference call was conducted with representatives ofU DAQ, JBR and Alton Coal on
December 8th , 2008 to discuss modeling inputs, background emissions and preliminary
modeling results. The revised NO I was submitted on April 20, 2009. UDAQ responded
to the NO l an June 23.2009 by asking for additional infomlation. The Fugitive Dust
Cont ro l Plan is provided as Appendix 4-5. Alton Coal was issued by the Executive
Secretary of the Utah Air Quality Board Approval Order OAQE.A NO I 40470002· I 0 for a
new source on November 10, 2010. After consultation with Jon Black, an NOI dated
August 22, 2013 was submitted to UDAQ, Alton Coal requested addition ofa highwall
miner to list of mobile equipment in use at the Coal Hollow Mine. On November 12.
2014 prior to beginning underground operations. Jo n Black of the UDAQ was consulted
with the proposed underground plans. An NOI was sent to UDEQ on November 17, 2014
listing the additio nal equipment and increase in pollutants anticipated with the operation
of the underground mine. The revised Air Approval Order including the under.\:.rround was
received April 21,2015.
For the No rth Pri vate Lease, Alton Coal development began coordination preparation of
the NOI with Jon Black ofUDAQ on June 4. 2015. The orth Pri vate Lease will be an
amendment to the Coal Hollow Mine Approval Order and will require di spersion
modeling. Ramboll Environ has completed the dispers io n modeli ng in coordi nat ion wi th
UDAQ . The final NO I and dispersion model was submitted to UDAQ on September 9,
2015 with the model being accepted September 24, 20 15 and the engineering review
approved September 25. 2015. Public Notice was advertised in the Southern Utah News
October I, 2015. The revised Air Approval Order including all of the North Pri vate Lease
was received November 10,2015 (OAQE·AN I 40470005·1 5)
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423.100-200 A IR POLL UTION CONT ROL PLAN
Producti on rates at the Coal Hollow Mine are expected to exceed 1,000,000 tons of coal
per year. Append ix 4·5 provides a Fugitive Oust Control Plan (FOep). Thi s plan includes
controls and monitoring measures that wi ll be taken to minimize air pollution related
specifically to fugiti ve dust.
Production rates at the North Pri vate Lease oflhe Coal Hollow Mine are expected to
exceed 1,000,000 tons of coal per year. Appendix 4-6 provides a Fugitive Dust Control
Plan (FOep). This plan includes controls and monitoring measures that will be taken to
minimize air poll ution related specificall y to fugit ive dust.

424 PLAN FOR FUGITIVE DUST CONTROL PRACTICES
Proposed mining will exceed 1,000,000 tons annually. A Fugitive Dust Control Pl an is
provided as Appendix 4-5 for the Coal Hollow Mine and in Appendix 4-6 for the North
Pri vate Lease.
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PHOTOS R645-30I-4Il.IOO
Pre-mining Land use Information

Photograph 4-3
,....-_r~pl_and

for ground with Grazing Land Around (view to the north)
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Photograph 4-4
Cropland in the background, Grazing Foreground (view to the south)
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Description

Photograph 4-1
Weather tation Location: on truet d ummer 2005
Monitored Monthly Wind, Precipitation and mperature
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Photograph 4-2
Weather Station Location, in clearing (view SE)
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Management Plan with Burton Pugh Signature and Comments

By: Alton Coal Development, LLC
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MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR
BURTON PUGH PROPERTY
The land in the permit area owned by Mr. Pugh provides forage for domestic livestock
and wildlife habitat. This land is comprised of unirrigated pasture land, meadows,
sagebrush/grass, pinyon-juniper, and oak brush communities (see Vegetation Map 31b). The livestock currently sustained on Mr. Pughes pasture land property are mostly
cattle, but sometimes horses are kept on the property. The animals are supported in
the pastures from April through November of the year. A management plan to support
a similar postmining land use has been designed so that the property will not be overgrazed, yet support the animals desired by the landowner.
Following mining and reclamation activities, Mr. Pugh has expressed the desire for his
land to be returned to its current or better condition for livestock and wildlife habitat. In
accomplishing this, the pasture lands will be revegetated to focus on domestic livestock,
but the seed mixtures will also include some plant species used by the resident wildlife
species. Because it bas been postulated that encroachment of juniper trees into the
valley in recent years has had a negative effect on the local sage grouse populations,
the revegetation plan for these areas will also focus on other plant species, or species
that could have a positive effect on the birds as well as provide good forage for
domestic livestock. The revegetation seed mixes for the Pugh property are shown in
Chapter 3 including: the sagebrush/grass (Table 3-17), meadows (Table 3-18), pasture
lands (Table 3-19), oakbrush (Table 3-21), and pinyon-juniper communities (Table 323).
The management plan for Mr. Pugh suggests that 1.125 animals/month/acre could
reasonable be sustained on the property. This figure was derived from the Average
Anima/ Weight Method (Pratt and Rasmussen 2001) and is based on raising 1 cow
weighing 1,000 Ibs and her calf on pastures that have an annual biomass productivity of
1,800Ibs/acre. It conservatively estimates that one-half of the production will be
consumed ("take half, leave half' rationale). Therefore, the total number of animals
allowed on the property in the postmining land use management plan can be calculated
by multiplying the number of animals/month/acre by the estimated number of pasture
land acres available by the number of months the animals are maintained on a given
pasture.
There is, however, one area within Mr. Pughes' property that currently supports pasture
land, but once it is reclaimed, it will be seeded to a mixture that would be conducive to
sage grouse enhancement. This field can easily located on Drawing 3-1 b because it is
the only pasture land located west of the county road. This land will be seeded with the
sagebrush/grass mixture (Chapter 3, Table 3-17).
Mr. Pugh has reviewed the postmining contour proposed for his property as shown on
Drawing 5-35. This drawing shows an excess spoil structure and a variance from
original approximate contour. Mr. Pugh is in agreement that the variances from the
original contour are suo ble for his intended postmining land use for the property.
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Management Plan with Richard Dame Signature and Comments

By: Alton Coal Development, LLC

•
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MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR
RICHARD DAMES PROPERTY

The portion of land in the permit area owned by Mr. Richard Dame currently provides
forage for domestic livestock and some wildlife species. This land is comprised mostly
of unirrigated pasture land but also supports some native stands of pinyon-juniper and
sagebrush communities (see Vegetation Map 3-1 b).
Mr. Dame has expressed the desire to return his property to pasture land that focuses
on domestic livestock, but also included some plant species for wildlife habitat. In doing
so, the revegetation seed mix is composed primarily of native and introduced grasses
and forbs, with no woody species to be planted (for the seed mixture refer to Chapter 3,
Table 3-19).
The livestock currently sustained on Mr. Dame property are mostly cattle, with some
horses. The animals are kept in the pastures from April through November of each
year. A management plan to support this same postmining land use has been
designed so that the property will adequately support the animals desired by the
landowner and will not be over-grazed.

•

•

The management plan suggests that 1.125 animals/month/acre could reasonably be
sustained on the property. This figure was derived from the Average Animal Weight
Method (Pratt and Rasmussen) and is based on raising 1 cow weighing 1,000 Ibs and
her calf on pastures that have an annual biomass productivity of 1,800 Ibs/acre. It
conservatively estimates that one-half of the production will be consumed ("take half,
leave half" rationale). Therefore, the total number of animals allowed on the property in
the postmining land use management plan can be calculated by multiplying the
estimated number of animals/month/acre by the number of pasture land acres available
by the number of months the animals are maintained on a given pasture.

Richard Dame

Date
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I.

Introduction

Alton Coal Development, ~LC (Alton) intends to excavate and process coal from its Coal Hollow Mine
Site, located south-southe, st of Alton, UT. A Notice of Intent has been filed with the Utah Department
of Environmental Quality, Division of Air Quality (UDAQ). Typical operations will include excavation,
hauling, sizing and stock~iling the coal. The intent of this Fugitive Dust Control Plan (FDCP) is to
outline Alton's plan to COr Ol fugitive dust during coal mining operations.

II.

Regulatory ApI licability

Utah Administrative Code R64S-301-423 requires that all surface coal mining and reclamation activities
with projected production ates exceeding 1,000,000 tons of coal per year must provide an air pollution
control plan. The Coal ~ollow Mine projects a production rate of 2,000,000 tons of coal a year,
therefore this code is appl'~able to the operation. Although the Coal Hollow Mine is not subject to the
requirements of UAC R 07-309, Non-attainment and Maintenance Areas for PM10: Fugitive
Emissions and Fugitive 11ust, as it is not in a non-attainment area or maintenance area, the mine is
subject to R307-20S , Emr:sion Standards: Fugitive Emissions and Fugitive Dust. The purpose of
R307-20S is to establish minimum work practices and emission standards for sources of fugitive
emissions and fugitive ust located in all areas of the state, except those listed in the state
implementation plan or no~-attainment areas (UAC R307-20S-1). While R307-20S does not require the
implementation ofa FDCPI, Alton has prepared this FDCP to ensure the requirements ofR64S-301-423,
R64S-301-244, R64S-301-$26.220 and R307-20S are met.

defi~es

The UAC R307-309-2
material as "sand, gravel, soil, minerals, and other matter that may create
fugitive dust." For this FOr::P, material is used and defined in the same way. The following activities of
concern to the UDAQ and ~DOGM, will take place:
I!

YES

D

NO

ACTIVITY

D

Storage, hauling or handling operations of material

D

Clean ng, leveling and reclamation of land one-quarter acre or greater in size

D

Earthltnoving, excavation, or movement of trucks or construction equipment over
cleared land one-quarter acre size or greater

D

Haul road access and activity

I

Engaging in demolition activities including razing homes, buildings or other
structl res

Alton recognizes that in some cases, an approval order or temporary relocation penmit will be required
for the project, especially in cases of equipment use such as crushers or screens. This document in no
way releases Alton from thj requirements of air quality penmits.
INCORPORATED
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III.

Source Illrormf tion

The section supplies the ite specific information regarding the project. Although not required by the
UAC, the Utah Division of Air Quality (UDAQ) suggests the FDCP contain the following source
specific information. Tf erefore, the information provided in this section is not to be used for
determining compliance ith any applicable permits, rather to give an overall understanding of the
project for fugiti ve dust a lications only.

I

SOURCE INFORMATION

Name of Operation:

A_ton Coal Development, LLC - Coal Hollow Mine

Address or
Approximate
Location:

T39S, R95W, Sections 19,20,29 and 30, South-southeast of Alton in Kane
C~)Unty, UT

Approximate Length
of Project:

6 [years

Description of
Process or Activity:

Type of Material
Processed or
Disturbed:

Amount of Material
Processed or
Disturbed:

p~eparing site for mining operations including installation of buildings,

haul roads and sizing/stockpiling equipment. Conducting coal mining
o~erations including clearing topsoil, overburden removal, excavation of
c1al, and sizing, sorting and stockpiling coal.
T psoil and vegetation temporarily removed (will be replaced and rev( getated).
V getation, topsoil, overburden, coal
Afproximately 150 acres of land will be cleared of topsoil and
o~erburden to allow for excavation of coal. Approximately 193 acres will
b, cleared of topsoil to allow placement of support buildings and sizing
a~? stockpiling operations, as well as construction of haul roads,
seriment ponds, spoil placement and subsoiVtopsoil stockpiles

In all cases, the responsiblE parties for fugitive dust control are the owner and/or operator.
Attachment 1 identifies t~e owner and operators of this project, and the contact information of the
individuals responsible for tmPlementatian and maintenance of the FDCP.
In addition, all subcontractbrs who may be active on the project have will be required to enter into an
agreement of shared respopsibility regarding fugitive dust control. Attachment 2 provides the form
which would identify sub9ontractors and the duration of subcontractor activity on the project. Also
included in Attachment 2 i ~ a signed acknowledgement that would be provided for each subcontracting
company. Included in tbalt acknowledgement is: awareness of the FDCP, intent to comply with the
FDCP, obligation of report ng to the owner and/or operator any problems with fugi~~cm~ A<2n\Ift?r4nd
shared responsibility of any fines incurred from subcontractor negligence regaraing tUgNi've oust
control.
' JUN 1 9 1015
Div. of Oil.
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IV.

Fugitive Dust IE mission Activities

The section fulfills the re(1uirements set for the UAC R307-309-6(1)(a)-(k), by further addressing the
specific project activities generating fugitive dust.
'vES

ACTIVITY

MATERIAL
STORAGE

I

NO

D

ACTIVITY DETAILS
List the type of material, how many storage piles and
area used for storage piles.
Initially, topsoil will be removed from the facility
area and stockpiled. Also topsoil and subsoil from
the initial coal pits will be salvaged and stored in
the east of the mining area. As mining progresses,
topsoil and overburden from one pit will be direct
hauled to reclamation areas, when practical. Any
topsoil piles that exist for at least 1 year will be
stabilized by sloping to a 3:1, reseeding and
mulching. Piles that exist for less than 1 year will
be coated with a tackifier at the manufacturer's
suggested rate for dust control applications.
There is one coal stockpile planned that is expected
to contain approximately 50,000 ton and one for the
underground mine to contain 4,000 ton.
List the type of material that will be handled,
transferred, loaded, hauled and/or dumped and the
equipment that will be used for these activities.

MATERIAL
HANDLING,
TRANSFER,
HAULING
LOADING,OR
DUMPING

Topsoil will be handled with loaders, dozers, trucks
and/or graders.

D

Overburden will be handled with loaders,
excavators and trucks.
Coal will be handled with loaders, excavators,
highwall miner, underground miner, trucks,
conveyors, screens, and crushers.

HAUL ROADS,
ROADWAYS,OR
YARD AREAS

~

II

List vehicles, equipment, and frequency of driving on
the haul roads, roadways, or yard areas. List
approximate lengths of road or J~PnlrsQflMj:Qill
take up.

D

JUN 1 9 2015

There will be two sets of roa~ f I~ ~ . ~ ~l haul
roads and overburden haul roads. 'rile majon
f
the coal haul roads will be mostly long term and
centrally located at the site. The maximum length
Page 3

will be approximately 7900'. 80 to 150 ton haul
trucks will be the primary vehicles on these roads.
Overburden haul roads will be located near the pits
and location and length will be constantly changing
as mining progresses. 150 to 250 ton haul trucks
will be the primary vehicles on the overburden haul
roads.
All haul roads will have marked speed limit of 25
mph and either watering or chemical suppressant
dust control.
List the acreage of land being cleared or leveled.
CLEARING,
LEVELING,
AND

D

UNVEGETATED
RECLAMA TION
AREAS

Approximately 3 acres will be cleared for mining
and sizing/stockpiling activities. This area will be
reclaimed contemporaneously with mining
operations in order to restore the lands post mining
land use in an efficient and timely manner.
List the areas of earthmoving, excavation or trenching.

EARTH MOVING,
EXCAVATION

",V
"

D

The coal pit areas, storage piles, roads, ditches and
sediment pond locations.
List the structures that will be demolished or
constructed and the areas associated with those
activities.

CONSTRUCTION,
DEMOLITION

D

Listfrequency of drilling blasting and pushing
operations, (hours per day, days per week, weeks per
year).

DRILLING,
BLASTING,
PUSHING
OPERATIONS

MATERIAL
PROCESSING**

Several temporary buildings mayl be constructed in
the processing area, in the northern portion of the
site. These buildings could include the South
Control Room, Wash Bay, Shop, Oil Storage, and
Office.

D

'1
I

D

Operations will occur up to 24 hr/day, 6 days per
week, 52 weeks per year
Will any material be made or altered during the
p roject? For example, crushing, sclmQ)~ROO'Alf1E: D
production? Explain any material p rocessing activities
that will take p lace.
JUN 1 9 2015
The

sizing

and

crushin~breaking,

sorting
~e r.Q~ aSi&~ntq
screening, conveying, and
Page 4

II

stockpiling. Material is extracted at the mine using
miner
&
hydraulic
excavators,
high wall
underground miner and delivered to the processing
plant by haul trucks. The material is sized by a
feeder breaker which is a round shaft with bits
attached that spin across the coal to break the coal.
One conveyor transfers the broken up coal to the
roll crusher and from the roll crusher to the stacker
belt and into the stockpile.

OTHER

D

Reclamation areas that have topsoil applied during
a season not suitable for seeding will have tackifier
applied for dust control measures. During the
appropriate season for seeding, all newly reclaimed
areas will then be seeded and mulched.

*Material processing may require an ap roval order or other air penni!. If applicab le, the appropt;ate pennits are in Attachment 3.

INCORPORATED
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v.

Fugitive Dust <I'ontrols

There
•
•
•

i.

are various aspects i f fugitive dust control that must be addressed
Road Activity - F4gitive Dust Control
Activity Specific On-Site Fugitive Dust Control
Off-Site Fugitive Oust Control

Road Activity - Fugitive Dust Control

The following are reqUire~ents, specific to road use that must be implemented during all projects, as
indicated by the UAC.
he UAC specifically identify activities that require prompt mitigation for
control of fugitive dust.
ue to the nature of Alton's business, these activities will always apply to a
project; therefore, these te :t-hniques will be implemented for duration the project.

UAC R307-309-7. Storage, Hauling, and Handling of Coal and Overburden.
Any person owing, operating or maintaining a new or existing material storage, handling,
or hauling operatio1n shall prevent, to the maximum extent possible, material from being
deposited onto any paved road other than a designated deposit site. Any such person who
deposits materials that may create fugitive dust on a public or private paved road shall
clean the road pron ptly.

UAC R307-309-7. Construction and Demolition Activities.
Any person engagipg in clearing or leveling of land with an area of one-quarter acre or
more, earthmovin~, excavating, construction, demolition, or moving trucks or
construction equipfnent over cleared land or access haul roads, shall prevent, to the
maximum extent P?:sible, material from being deposited onto any paved road other than
a designated depo ~it site. Any such person who deposits materials that may create
fugitive dust on a phblic or private paved road shall clean the road promptly.

UAC R307-309-9. ~oads.
(1) Any person re~ponsible for construction or maintenance of any existing road or
having right-of way easement or possessing the right to use the same whose activities
results in fugit ve dust from the road shall minimize fugitive dust to the maximum
extent possible. Any such person who deposits material that may create fugitive dust
on a public or private paved road shall clean the road promptly.
(2) Unpaved Road'. Any person responsible for construction or maintenance of any new
or existing pav~d road shall prevent, to the maximum extent possible, the deposit of
material from til e unpaved road onto any intersecting paved road during construction
or maintenance Any person who deposits material that may create fugi tl~AATED
public or privat paved road shall clean the road promptly.
,

I
ii.

Activity specilC On-Site Fugitive Dust Control

JUN 1 9 2015
Div. of Oil, Gas & Mining

For each activity that was described in IV. Fugitive Dust Emission Activities, a control strategy or
strategies are listed. The s rategies are listed in a staged approach, meaning that if the first approach of
control, Stage 1, is not sati factory, then the next approach of control, Stage 2 will be attempted. Stage 3
is the final stage. If Sta~l e 3 is unsuccessful in mitigating fugitive dust, this plan requires ceasing
operation to control fugitiv ~ dust.
Page 6

II

It is the owner/operator' s r,esponsibility to ensure that each of these control strategies are implemented
and maintained on-site ana that all subcontractors are aware of their obligation regarding these control
strategies. Additional spat e has intentionally been included to allow the site supervisor to include any
additional control strategi1s at each stage.

CONTROL STRATEGY

ACTIVITY
II

Stage 1:

Either seeding and mulch or tackifier application for
topsoil and subsoil.
Coal: Inherent moisture with water sprays as needed.
Topsoil/Subsoil: Increase rate of tackifier application
until fugiti ve dust is controlled.

MATERIAL STORA P E
Stage 2:

Stage 3:

I

Stage 1:

r

Stage 2:

MATERIAL HAN DL ~ G ,
TRAN SFER, HAUL
LOADING, OR DUMP G

HAUL ROADS, ROAD~ AYS ,
OR YARD AREAS

Stage 3:
Stage 1:

Stage 2:
Stage 3:

Stage 1:
CLEARING, LEVELING AND
UNVEGETATED
RECLAMATION AREAS
Stage 2:
Stage 3:
EARTH MOVING,
EXCAVATION

Coal: Increase use of water sprays until fugiti ve dust is
controlled.
Topsoil/Subsoil and Coal: Minimize or reduce
operations.
Inherent moisture with water sprays only on an asneeded basis.
Increase use of water sprays until fugitive dust is
controlled.
Minimize or reduce operations.
Water sprays only on as-needed basis.
Increase use of water sprays until fugitive dust is
controlled, apply magnesium chloride or gravel as
needed.
Minimize or reduce travel on these areas.
Inherent moisture with water sprays only on an asneeded basis.
Reclamation areas that have been graded and topsoiled
will either be seeded and mulched, if during the
appropriate planting season, or tackifier will be applied
to control fugitive dust and erosion until the proper
planting season.
Increase use of water sprays until fugitive dust is
controlled.
INCORPORATED
Minimize and reduce operations.

JUN

.
I

.!t

2015

.....

Stage 1:

Inherent moisture with water spr'lf~s '6n'1'~loAdiM\t~lrung
needed basis.

Stage 2:

Increase use of water sprays until fugitive dust is
Page 7
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II

controlled.
Minimize or reduce operations.
Stage 3:
Water sprays only on an as-needed basis.
Stage 1:

CONSTRUCTIOJ
DEMOLITION

Stage 2:

Increase use of water sprays until fugitive dust is
controlled.
Minimize or reduce operations.

Stage 3:

Stage 1:
DRILLING, BLASTING,
PUSHING OPERA1;'IONS

Perform activity when low or no wind exists, when
practicable.
Use water sprays on the area where activity will occur.

Stage 2:
Minimize or reduce operations.
Stage 3:

MATERIAL PROCESSING**
(includes crushing and sc reening

Stage 1:

Inherent moisture with water sprays only on an asneeded basis.

Stage 2:

Increase use of water sprays until fugitive dust is
controlled.

~e f PerationS) 1 - - - - - - j - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - 1
Minimize or reduce operations.
Stage 3:

** If process ing other than crushi ng or creening occurs, the fugitive dust contro ls for those operations are addressed in the "OTHER" category.

Alton will also implement an awareness level program to minimize fugitive dust due to mining activities
and haul road traffic in the pit areas. The site supervisor, (or authorized representative) will periodically
observe the dust throughout each shift to determine the level of control needed to mi~~c91:\~TED
The following levels of awareness and control will be used:

Level 0 - No dust present; current dust control measures are adequate.

, JUN 1 9 2015
Div. of Oil, Gas & Mining

Levell - Weather or protiuction causing dust at 0-5% opacity at the permit boundary; increase dust
control measures necessar~. Watering frequency and application of magnesium chloride on the Out of
Pit haul roads will be incr~fsed until Level 0 is reached.
Level 2 - Weather or pro1~ction causing dust at 5-10% opacity at the permit boundary; increase dust
control measures necessary. Watering frequency and application of magnesium chloride on the Out of
Page 8
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Pit haul roads will be inc eased until Level 0 is reached. Production reduced until evident that these
measures are controlling tlle dust.
Level 3 - Weather or pr duction causing dust > 10% opacity at the permit boundary; increase dust
control measures necessarly. Production stopped until Level 2 is reached. Level 2 activities conducted
until Level 0 is reached.
Watering records will be maintained to show the dust control measures taken. These records will be
provided in the Annual Report made available to Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining and to the
inspectors upon request.
Since this plan provides cotntrol strategies based on total project opacity impacts at the property
boundary, monitoring at the property boundary will be sufficient to "judge the effectiveness of the
fugitive dust control plan".1 In order to monitor opacity at the property boundary, Alton Coal will utilize
standard method 9 methodr logies for the highest density "aggregate" plume from all sources within the
property thus capturing hi9?est impact of both point and non-point sources. Attachment 3 contains a
description of method 9 tei hniques.

iii.

Activity Specit1(.c Off-Site Fugitive Dust Control

Alton will control off-sit
strategies:

of fugitive dust, which includes track-out, with the following control

OFF-SITE ACTIVJ'ry

CONTROL STRATEGY
Inherent moisture in material.
Stage 1:

FUGITIVE DUST ESOAPING
FROM TRUCK BEL S

Stage 2:
Stage 3:

Ii

Stage 1:
TRACK-OUT

Stage 2:

Use a synthetic cover for haul trucks.
Minimize or reduce operations.
Course gravel will be placed at the entrances and exits
of the construction area to public roads to prevent trackout.
Use of a grader to clean the road from track-out.
Minimize or reduce operations, or wash tires.

Stage 3:
II

VI.

.

Contmuous Im.Rrovement

INCORPORATED

Alton will review this plan r nd activities associated with controlling the Coal Hollo':JUNels!fttai1§ve dust
. .
at least ONCE A YEAR. CljIanges to the plan will occur at this time, or sooner, if necess.a ry.
I
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ATTACHMENT 1
Respo sible Parties for Fugitive Dust Control
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RespO,,"SIobI e Parfles tor FUgloflve Dus t Cont ro I
OPERATOR:

Alton Coal Development, LLC

Contact Name:

Larry Johnson

Position:

Mine Manager

Phone Number:

435 -867-5331

OWNER:

Alton Coal Development, LLC

Contact Name:

Robert C. Nead, Jr.

Position:

Managing Member

Phone Number:

(239) 825-2332
II
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ATTACHMENT 2
Fugitive ID st Management, Acknowledgement and
Certification

INCORPORATED
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Fugitive Dust Management,
A I~knowledgement and Certification
Contractor:
Contact Name:
Position:
Phone Number:
Start Date on Project.
Finish Date on Projec :
I certify that I heve reviewed the Fugitive Dust Control Plan and understand the
requirements of thi . Plan, required under the Utah Administrative Code R307-309, and
wIll Instruct all el loyees of the Contractor on SIte to follow guIdelInes set for In the
plan to control ill ·tive dust. The Contractor is equally responsible for fugitive dust
maintenance and a y fugitive dust violations from the Utah Division of Air Quality that
may be directly re ated to the Contractor or its employees. Any and all subsequent
violations due to 1 9itive dust non-compliance that can be attributed to the Contractor
may be monetarily ssessed to the Contractor by the owner and/or operator receiving the
fine. The Contract r will report any fugitive dust control non-compliance to the owner
and/or operator list1d in this document.

Contractor
11

Company Name (Print ed)

I
N arne (Printed)

Signature

Date
INLtUHt-'UHA I

Alton Coal Developll1 ent, LLC

JUN 19 2015

L arry Johnson
Name (Printed)

Signature

r:.u

Div. of Oil, Gas & Mining
Date
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ATTACHMENT 3
Method 9 Opacity Methodology and Documentation
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EMISSION MEASUREMENT TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
NSPS TEST METHOD
Prepared by Emission Measurement Branch
Technical Support Division, OAQPS, EPA

EMTIC TM-009
October 25, 1990

Method 9 - Visual Determination of the Opacity of Emissions
from Stationary Sources
INTRODUCTION
(a) Many stationary sources discharge visible emissions into the atmosphere;
these emissions are usually in the shape of a plume. This method involves the
determination of plume opacity by qualified observers. The methods includes
procedures for the training and certification of observers and procedures to
be used in the field for determination of plume opacity.

•

•

(b) The appearance of a plume as viewed by an observer depends upon a number
of variables, some of which may be controllable in the field. Variables which
can be controlled to an extent to which they no longer exert a significant
influence upon plume appearance include: angle of the observer with respect to
the plume; angle of the observer with respect to the sun; point of observation
of attached and detached steam plume; and angle of the observer with respect
to a pl ume emi tted from a rectangul ar stack wi th a 1arge 1ength to wi dth
ratio. The method includes specific criteria applicable to these variables.
(c)
Other variables which may not be controllable in the field are
luminescence and color contrast between the plume and the background against
which the plume is viewed.
These variables exert an influence upon the
appearance of a plume as viewed by an observer and can affect the ability of
the observer to assign accurately opacity values to the observed plume.
Studies of the theory of plume opacity and field studies have demonstrated
that a plume is most visible and presents the greatest apparent opacity when
viewed against a contrasting background. Accordingly, the opacity of a plume
viewed under conditions where a contrasting background is present can be
assigned with the greatest degree of accuracy. However, the potential for a
positive error is also the greatest when a plume is viewed under such
contrasting conditions.
Under conditions presenting a less contrasting
background, the apparent opacity of a plume is less and approaches zero as the
color and luminescence contrast decrease toward zero.
As a result,
significant negative bias and negative errors can be made when a plume is
viewed under less contrasting conditions. A negative bias decreases rather
than increases the possibility that a plant operator will be incorrectly cited
for a violation of opacity standards as a result of observer error.
(d)
Studi es have been undertaken to determi ne the magni tude of posi ti ve
errors made by qual i fi ed observers whi 1e readi ng pl umes under contrasti ng
conditions and using the procedures set forth in this method. The results of
these studies (field trials) which involve a total of 769 sets of 25 readings
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each are as follows:
(1) For black plumes (133 sets at a smoke generator), 100 percent of the sets
were read with a positive error of less than 7.5 percent opacity; 99 percent
were read with a positive error of less than 5 percent opacity. (Note: For a
set, positive error = average opacity determined by observers' 25 observations
-average opacity determined from transmissometer's 25 recordings.)
(2) For white plumes (170 sets at a smoke generator, 168 sets at a coal-fired
power plant, 298 sets at a sulfuric acid plant), 99 percent of the sets were
read with a positive error of less than 7.5 percent opacity; 95 percent were
read with a positive error of less than 5 percent opacity.
(e)
The positive observational error associated with an average of twentyfi ve readi ngs is therefore establ i shed. The accuracy of the method must be
taken into account when determining possible violations of applicable opacity
standards.

1.

PRINCIPLE AND APPLICABILITY

1.1
Principle.
The opacity of emissions
determined visually by a qualified observer.

~

from

stationary sources

is

1.2 Applicability. This method is applicable for the determination of the
opacity of emissions from stationary sources pursuant to § 60.11(b) and for
visually determining opacity of emissions.
2.

PROCEDURES

The observer qualified in accordance with Section 3 of this method shall use
the following procedures for visually determining the opacity of emissions.
2.1 Position. The qualified observer shall stand at a distance sufficient to
provide a clear view of the emissions with the sun oriented in the 140 sector
to his back. Consistent with maintaining the above requirement, the observer
shall, as much as possible, make his observations from a position such that
his line of vision is approximately perpendicular to the plume direction and,
when observing opacity of emissions from rectangular outlets (e.g., roof
monitors, open baghouses, noncircular stacks), approximately perpendicular to
the longer axi s of the outl et.
The observer's 1 i ne of si ght shoul d not
include more than one plume at a time when multiple stacks are involved, and
in any case the observer should make his observations with his line of sight
perpendicular to the longer axis of such a set of multiple stacks (e.g., stub
stacks on baghouses).
0

2.2 Field Records. The observer shall record the name of the plant, emission
location, facility type, observer's name and affiliation, and the date on a
field data sheet (Figure 9-1). The time, estimated distance to the emission
location, approximate wind direction, estimated wind speed, description of the
sky condition (presence and color of clouds), and plume background are
recorded on a field data sheet at the time opacity readings are initiated and

~
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Figure 9-1.

Record of visual determination of opacity.

Company
Location
Test No.
Date
Type Facility
Control Device
Hours of Observation
Observer
Observer Certification Date
Point of Emissions
CLOCK TIME
OBSERVER LOCATION
Distance to
Direction from
Height of
BACKGROUND
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Wind Direction
Wind Speed
Ambient
SKY CONDITIONS
(clear, overcast,
% clouds, etc.)

Observer Affiliation
Height of Discharge Point
Fi nal

Initial

PLUME DESCRIPTION
Color
Distance
OTHER INFORMATION
Set Number

•

SUMMARY OF AVERAGE OPACITY
Opacity
Time
Average
Sum
Start - End

\NCORPOR A1EO
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The source was/was not in compliance with
evaluation was made .

at the time
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Figure 9-2.

Observation record.
Page _

Company

_

of _

Observer

_
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_

Type facility

_

Test Number

_

Point of emissions
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Steam plume
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Figure 9-2.

Observation record (continued).
Page _

Company

_
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2.3 Observations.
Opacity observations shall be made at the point of greatest
opacity in that portion of the plume where condensed water vapor is not present.
The observer shall not look continuously at the plume but instead shall observe the
plume momentarily at IS-second intervals.
2.3.1 Attached Steam Pl urnes.
When condensed water vapor is present wi thi n the
plume as it emerges from the emission outlet, opacity observations shall be made
beyond the point in the plume at which condensed water vapor is no longer visible.
The observer shall record the approximate distance from the emission outlet to the
point in the plume at which the observations are made.
2.3.2 Detached Steam Plume. When water vapor in the plume condenses and becomes
vi si b1 e at a di sti nct di stance from the emi ssi on out1 et, the opaci ty of emi ssi ons
should be evaluated at the emission outlet prior to the condensation of water vapor
and the formation of the steam plume.
2.4 Recording Observations. Opacity observations shall be recorded to the nearest
5 percent at IS-second intervals on an observational record sheet. (See Figure 9-2
for an example.) A minimum of 24 observations shall be recorded. Each momentary
obse rvati on recorded shall be deemed to rep resent the average opaci ty of emi ssi ons
for a IS-second period.

•

2.5 Data Reducti on. Opaci ty shall be dete rmi ned as an ave rage of 24 consecuti ve
observati ons recorded at IS-second i nterva1s. Oi vi de the observati ons recorded on
the record sheet into sets of 24 consecutive observations. A set is composed of any
24 consecuti ve observati ons. Sets need not be consecuti ve inti me and in no case
shall two sets overlap. For each set of 24 observations, calculate the average by
summi ng the opaci ty of the 24 observati ons and divi di ng thi s sum by 24.
If an
applicable standard specifies an averaging time requiring more than 24 observations,
calculate the average for all observations made during the specified time period.
Record the average opacity on a record sheet. (See Figure 9-1 for an example.)

3.

QUALIFICATION AND TESTING

3.1 Certification Requirements. To receive certification as a qualified observer,
a candidate must be tested and demonstrate the ability to assign opacity readings in
5 percent increments to 25 different black plumes and 25 different white plumes,
with an error not to exceed 15 percent opacity on anyone reading and average error
not to exceed 7.5 percent opaci ty in each category. (andi dates shall be tested
according to the procedures described in Section 3.2.
Smoke generators used
pu rsuant to Secti on 3. 2 shall be equi pped wi th a smoke mete r whi ch meets the
requirements of Section 3.3. The certification shall be valid for a period of 6
months, at which time the qualification procedure must be repeated by any observer
in order to retain certification.

•

3.2
Certification Procedure.
The certification test consists of showing the
candidate a complete run of 50 plumes--2S black plumes and 25 white plumes-generated
by a smoke generator. Plumes within each set of 25 black and 25 white runs shall be
presented in random order. The candidate assigns an opacity value to each plume and
records hi s observati on on a sui tabl e form. At the compl eti on of each run of 50
readings, the score of the candidate is determined.
If a candidate fails to
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qualify, the complete run of 50 readings must be repeated in any retest. The smoke
test may be admi ni stered as part of a smoke school or trai ni ng program and may be
preceded by trai ni ng or fami 1 i ari zati on runs of the smoke generator du ri ng whi ch
candidates are shown black and white plumes of known opacity.
3.3 Smoke Generator Specifications. Any smoke generator used for the purposes of
Section 3.2 shall be equipped with a smoke meter installed to measure opacity across
the diameter of the smoke generator stack. The smoke meter output shall display instack opacity based upon a pathlength equal to the stack exit diameter, on a full 0
to 100 percent chart recorder scale. The smoke meter optical design and performance
shall meet the specifications shown in Table 91.
The smoke meter shall be
calibrated as prescribed in Section 3.3.1 prior to the conduct of each smoke reading
test. At the completion of each test, the zero and span drift shall be checked and
if the drift exceeds ±l percent opacity, the condition shall be corrected prior to
conducting any subsequent test runs. The smoke meter shall be demonstrated, at the
time of installation, to meet the specifications listed in Table 9-1.
This
demonstration shall be repeated following any subsequent repair or replacement of
the photocell or associ ated el ectroni c ci rcui try i ncl udi ng the chart recorder or
output meter, or every 6 months, whichever occurs first.
TABLE 9-1 - SMOKE METER DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

•

Parameter

Specification

a.

Light Source

Incandescent lamp operated at nominal
rated voltage

b.

Spectral reponse of photocell

Photopic (daylight spectral response of
the human eye - Citation 3)

c.

Angle of view

15° maximum total angle

d.

Angle of projection

15° maximum total angle

e.

Calibration error

±3% opacity, maximum

f.

Zero and span drift

±1% opacity, 30 minutes

g.

Response time

5 seconds

3.3.1 Calibration. The smoke meter is calibrated after allowing a mlnlmum of 30
minutes warmup by alternately producing simulated opacity of a percent and 100
percent. When stable response at 0 percent or 100 percent is noted, the smoke meter
is adjusted to produce an output of a percent or 100 percent, as appropriate. This
calibration shall be repeated until stable a percent and 100 percent opacity values
may be produced by alternately switching the power to the light source on and off
while the smoke generator is not producing smoke.
3.3.2 Smoke Meter Evaluation.
evaluated as follows:

•

The smoke meter desi gn and performance are to be
INCORPORATED
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3.3.2.1
Light Source.
Verify from manufacturer's data and from voltage
measurements made at the 1amp, as i nsta11 ed, that the 1amp is operated wi thi n ±5
percent of the nominal rated voltage.
3.3.2.2 Spectral Response of Photocell. Verify from manufacturer's data that the
photocell has a photopic response; i.e., the spectral sensitivity of the cell shall
closely approximate the standard spectral-luminosity in (b) of Table 91.
3.3.2.3 Angle of View. Check construction geometry to ensure that the total angle
of view of the smoke plume, as seen by the photocell, does not exceed 15°. The total
angle of view may be calculated from: 8 = 2 tan- 1 (d/2l) , where e = total angle of
view; d = the sum of the photocell diameter + the diameter of the limiting aperture;
and l = the distance from the photocell to the limiting aperture.
The limiting
ape rtu re is the poi nt in the path between the photocell and the smoke plume whe re
the angle of vi ew is most restri cted.
In smoke generator smoke meters thi sis
normally an orifice plate.
3.3.2.4 Angle of Projection. Check construction geometry to ensure that the total
angle of projection of the lamp on the smoke plume does not exceed 15°. The total
angle of projection may be calculated from: e = 2 tan- 1 (d/2l) , where e = total angle
of projection; d = the sum of the length of the lamp filament + the diameter of the
limiting aperture; and l = the distance from the lamp to the limiting aperture.

•

3.3.2.5 Calibration Error. Using neutral-density filters of known opacity, check
the error between the actual response and the theoretical linear response of the
smoke meter.
Thi scheck is accompl i shed by fi rst cal i brati ng the smoke meter
according to Section 3.3.1 and then inserting a series of three neutral-density
filters of nominal opacity of 20, 50, and 75 percent in the smoke meter path1ength.
Filters calibrated within 2 percent shall be used.
Care should be taken when
inserting the filters to prevent stray light from affecting the meter. Make a total
of fi ve nonconsecuti ve readi ngs for each fi 1ter.
The maxi mum error on anyone
reading shall be 3 percent opacity.
3.3.2.6 Zero and Span Drift. Determine the zero and span drift by calibrating and
operating the smoke generator in a normal manner over a 1-hour period. The drift is
measured by checking the zero and span at the end of this period.
3.3.2.7 Response Time. Determine the response time by producing the series of five
simulated 0 percent and 100 percent opacity values and observing the time required
to reach stable response.
Opacity values of a percent and 100 percent may be
simulated by alternately switching the power to the light source off and on while
the smoke generator is not operating.
4.
1.
2.

•
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I.

Introduction

Alton Coal Development, LLC (Alton) intends to excavate and process coal from its North Private
Lease Site, located south-southeast of Alton, UT. A Notice of Intent has been filed with the Utah
Department of Environmental Quality, Division of Air Quality (UDAQ). Typical operations will include
excavation, hauling, and stockpiling the coal. The intent of this Fugitive Dust Control Plan (FDCP) is to
outline Alton's plan to control fugitive dust during coal mining operations.

II.

Regulatory Applicability

Utah Administrative Code R645-301-423 requires that all surface coal mining and reclamation activities
with projected production rates exceeding 1,000,000 tons of coal per year must provide an air pollution
control plan. The North Private Lease Mine projects a production rate of 2,000,000 tons of coal a year,
therefore this code is applicable to the operation. Although the North Private Lease is not subject to the
requirements of UAC R307-309, Non-attainment and Maintenance Areas for PM10: Fugitive
Emissions and Fugitive Dust, as it is not in a non-attainment area or maintenance area, the mine is
subject to R307-205, Emission Standards: Fugitive Emissions and Fugitive Dust. The purpose of
R307-205 is to establish minimum work practices and emission standards for sources of fugitive
emissions and fugitive dust located in all areas of the state, except those listed in the state
implementation plan or non-attainment areas (UAC R307-205-1). While R307-205 does not require the
implementation of a FDCP, Alton has prepared this FDCP to ensure the requirements ofR645-301-423,
R645-301-244, R645-301-526.220 and R307-205 are met.
i

The UAC R307-309-2 defines material as "sand, gravel, soil, minerals, and other matter that may create
fugitive dust." For this FDCP, material is used and defined in the same way. The following activities of
concern to the UDAQ and UDOGM, will take place:

YES

NO

ACTIVITY

~

0

Storage, hauling or handling operations of material

~

0

Clearing, leveling and reclamation ofland one-quarter acre or greater in size

~

D

Earthmoving, excavation, or movement of trucks or construction equipment over
cleared land one-quarter acre size or greater

~

0

Haul road access and activity

0

~

Engaging in demolition activities including razing homes, buildings or other
structures

Alton recognizes that in some cases, an approval order or temporary relocation permit will be required
for the project, especially in cases of equipment use such as crushers or screens. This document in no
way releases Alton from the requirements of air quality permits.
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III.

Source Information

The section supplies the site specific infonnation regarding the project. Although not required by the
UAC, the Utah Division of Air Quality (UDAQ) suggests the FDCP contain the following source
specific infonnation. Therefore, the infonnation provided in this section is not to be used for
detennining compliance with any applicable pennits, rather to give an overall understanding of the
project for fugitive dust applications only.
SOURCE INFORMATION
N arne of Operation:
Address or
Approximate
Location:
Approximate Length
of Project:

Description of
Process or Activity:

Type of Material
Processed or
Disturbed:

Amount of Material
Processed or
Disturbed:

Alton Coal Development, LLC - North Private Lease Mine
T39S, R95W, Sections 19, 20, 29 and 30, South-southeast of Alton in Kane
County, UT
4 years
Preparing site for mining operations including installation haul roads and
sizing/stockpiling equipment. Conducting coal mining operations
including clearing topsoil, overburden removal, excavation of coal, and
sizing, sorting and stockpiling coal.

Topsoil and vegetation temporarily removed (will be replaced and revegetated).
Vegetation, topsoil, overburden, coal
Approximately 159.2 acres of land will be cleared of topsoil and
overburden to allow for excavation of coal. Approximately 71.6 acres will
be cleared of topsoil to allow placement of haul roads, sediment ponds,
spoil placement and subsoWtopsoil stockpiles

In all cases, the responsible parties for fugitive dust control are the owner and/or operator.
Attachment 1 identifies the owner and operators of this project, and the contact infonnation of the
individuals responsible for implementation and maintenance of the FDCP.
In addition, all subcontractors who may be active on the project have will be required to enter into an
agreement of shared responsibility regarding fugitive dust control. Attachment 2 provides the fonn
which would identify subcontractors and the duration of subcontractor activity on the project. Also
included in Attachment 2 is a signed acknowledgement that would be provided for each subcontracting
company. Included in that acknowledgement is: awareness of the FDCP, intent to comply with the
FDCP, obligation of reporting to the owner and/or operator any problems with fugitive dust control, and
shared responsibility of any fines incurred from subcontractor negligencell~gUtfiing)ft{tgi{iv'b dust
control.
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IV.

Fugitive Dust Emission Activities

The section fulfills the requirements set for the UAC R307-309-6(1)(a)-(k), by further addressing the
specific project activities generating fugitive dust.

ACTIVITY

MATERIAL
STORAGE

I

YES

./

NO

D

ACTIVITY DETAILS
List the type of material, how many storage piles and
area used for storage piles.
Initially, topsoil will be removed from the facility
area and stockpiled. Also topsoil and subsoil from
the initial coal pits will be salvaged and stored in
the east of the mining area. As mining progresses,
topsoil and overburden from one pit will be direct
hauled to reclamation areas, when practical. Any
topsoil piles that exist for at least 1 year will be
stabilized by sloping to a 3: 1, reseeding and
mulching. Piles that exist for less than 1 year will
be coated with a tackifier at the manufacturer's
suggested rate for dust control applications.

List the type of material that will be handled,
transferred, loaded, hauled and/or dumped and the
equipment that will be used for these activities.

MATERIAL
HANDLING,
TRANSFER,
HAULING
LOADING, OR
DUMPING

./

Topsoil will be handled with scrapers, loaders,
dozers, trucks and/or graders.

D

Overburden will be handled with loaders, dozers,
excavators and trucks.
Coal will be handled with loaders, excavators,
highwall miner, and trucks,.
List vehicles, equipment, and frequency of driving on
the haul roads, roadways, or yard areas. List
approximate lengths of road or areas these items will
take up.

HAUL ROADS,
ROADWAYS, OR
YARD AREAS

./

D

There will be two sets of roads at the site, coal haul
roads and overburden haul roads. The majority of
the coal haul roads will be mostly long term and
centrally located at the site. The maximum length
J\ , ED
will be approximately 3600'. 80 t l,,~ \
trucks will be the primary vehicle on ese roads.

Ft=B

0 2 'laiti

Overburden haul roads will be located near the pits
and location and length will be constantly changing
as mining progresses. 150 to 250 ton haul trucks
will be the primary vehicles on the overburden haul
roads.
All haul roads will have marked speed limit of 25
mph and either watering or chemical suppressant
dust control.
List the acreage oj land being cleared or leveled.
CLEARING,
LEVELING,
AND
UNVEGETATED
RECLAMATION
AREAS

o

Approximately 3 acres will be cleared for mining
and sizing/stockpiling activities. This area will be
reclaimed contemporaneously with mining
operations in order to restore the lands post mining
land use in an efficient and timely manner.
List the areas oj earthmoving, excavation or trenching.

EARTH MOVING,
EXCAVATION

~

CONSTRUCTION,
DEMOLITION

DRILLING,
BLASTING,
PUSHING
OPERATIONS

0

~

0

~

The coal pit areas, storage piles, roads, ditches and
sediment pond locations.
List the structures that will be demolished or
constructed and the areas associated with those
activities.

List Jrequency ojdrilling blasting and pushing
operations, (hours per day, days per week, weeks per
year).

o

Operations will occur up to 24 hr/day, 6 days per
week, 52 weeks per year
Will any material be made or altered during the
p roject? For example, crushing, screening, concrete
production? Explain any material processing activities
that will take place.

MATERIAL
PROCESSING**

OTHER

o

o

The sizing and sorting operation involves
crushing/breaking, screening, conveying, and
stockpiling. Material is extracted at the mine using
hydraulic excavators, & highwall miner and
delivered to the processing plant by Over-the-Road
trucks to the Coal Hollow Mine.
Reclamation areas that have topsoil ~~~w.~
a season not suitable for seeding\f\Jmlfi.t.~~~iacidfier
applied for dust control measures. ~"W3 tUib

appropriate season for seeding, all newly reclaimed
areas will then be seeded and mulched.
*Matenal processmg may reqUire an approval order or other air penmt. If applicable, the appropnate penmts are m Attachment 3.

,
)
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v.

Fugitive Dust Controls

There
•
•
•
i.

are various aspects of fugitive dust control that must be addressed
Road Activity - Fugitive Dust Control
Activity Specific On-Site Fugitive Dust Control
Off-Site Fugitive Dust Control
Road Activity - Fugitive Dust Control

The following are requirements, specific to road use that must be implemented during all projects, as
indicated by the UAC. The UAC specifically identify activities that require prompt mitigation for
control of fugitive dust. Due to the nature of Alton's business, these activities will always apply to a
project; therefore, these techniques will be implemented for duration the project.
UAC R307-309-7. Storage, Hauling, and Handling of Coal and Overburden.
Any person owing, operating or maintaining a new or existing material storage, handling,
or hauling operation shall prevent, to the maximum extent possible, material from being
deposited onto any paved road other than a designated deposit site. Any such person who
deposits materials that may create fugitive dust on a public or private paved road shall
clean the road promptly.
UAC R307-309-7. Construction and Demolition Activities.
Any person engaging in clearing or leveling of land with an area of one-quarter acre or
more, earthmoving, excavating, construction, demolition, or moving trucks or
construction equipment over cleared land or access haul roads, shall prevent, to the
maximum extent possible, material from being deposited onto any paved road other than
a designated deposit site. Any such person who deposits materials that may create
fugitive dust on a public or private paved road shall clean the road promptly.
UAC R307-309-9. Roads.
(1) Any person responsible for construction or maintenance of any existing road or
having right-of-way easement or possessing the right to use the same whose activities
results in fugitive dust from the road shall minimize fugitive dust to the maximum
extent possible. Any such person who deposits material that may create fugitive dust
on a public or private paved road shall clean the road promptly.
(2) Unpaved Roads. Any person responsible for construction or maintenance of any new
or existing paved road shall prevent, to the maximum extent possible, the deposit of
material from the unpaved road onto any intersecting paved road during construction
or maintenance. Any person who deposits material that may create fugitive dust on a
public or private paved road shall clean the road promptly.
ii.

- ,

Activity Specific On-Site Fugitive Dust Control

For each activity that was described in IV. Fugitive Dust Emission Activities, a control strategy or
strategies are listed. The strategies are listed in a staged approach, meaning that if the first approach of
control, Stage 1, is not satisfactory, then the next approach of control, Stage 2 will be attempted. Stage 3
is the final stage. If Stage 3 is unsuccessful in mitigating fugitive dust, this Ian re uires ceasing
operation to control fugitive dust.
INCa P R TED
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It is the owner/operator's responsibility to ensure that each of these control strategies are implemented

and maintained on-site and that all subcontractors are aware of their obligation regarding these control
strategies. Additional space has intentionally been included to allow the site supervisor to include any
additional control strategies at each stage.
CONTROL STRATEGY

ACTIVITY

Stage 1:

Either seeding and mulch or tackifier application for
topsoil and subsoil.
Coal: Inherent moisture with water sprays as needed.
Topsoil/Subsoil: Increase rate oftackifier application
until fugitive dust is controlled.

MATERIAL STORAGE
Stage 2:

Stage 3:
Stage 1:
MATERIAL HANDLING,
TRANSFER, HAULING
LOADING, OR DUMPING

Stage 2:
Stage 3:
Stage 1:

HAUL ROADS, ROADWAYS,
OR YARD AREAS

Stage 2:
Stage 3:

Stage 1:
CLEARING, LEVELING, AND
UNVEGETATED
RECLAMATION AREAS
Stage 2:
Stage 3:

)

EARTH MOVING,
EXCAVATION

Coal: Increase use of water sprays until fugitive dust is
controlled.
Topsoil/Subsoil and Coal: Minimize or reduce
operations.
Inherent moisture with water sprays only on an asneeded basis.
Increase use of water sprays until fugitive dust is
controlled.
Minimize or reduce operations.
Water sprays only on as-needed basis.
Increase use of water sprays until fugitive dust is
controlled, apply magnesium chloride or gravel as
needed.
Minimize or reduce travel on these areas.
Inherent moisture with water sprays only on an asneeded basis.
Reclamation areas that have been graded and topsoiled
will either be seeded and mulched, if during the
appropriate planting season, or tackifier will be applied
to control fugitive dust and erosion until the proper
planting season.
Increase use of water sprays until fugitive dust is
controlled.
Minimize and reduce operations.

Stage 1:

Inherent moisture with water sprays only on an asneeded basis.

Stage 2:

Increase use of water sprays until fugitive dust is
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controlled.
Minimize or reduce operations.
Stage 3:
Water sprays only on an as-needed basis.
Stage 1:
CONSTRUCTION,
DEMOLITION

Stage 2:

Increase use of water sprays until fugitive dust is
controlled.
Minimize or reduce operations.

Stage 3:

Stage 1:
DRILLING, BLASTING,
PUSHING OPERATIONS

Perform activity when low or no wind exists, when
practicable.
Use water sprays on the area where activity will occur.

Stage 2:
Minimize or reduce operations.
Stage 3:

MATERIAL PROCESSING* *
(includes crushing and screening type operations)

Stage 1:

Inherent moisture with water sprays only on an asneeded basis.

Stage 2:

Increase use of water sprays until fugitive dust is
controlled.
Minimize or reduce operations.

Stage 3:

...

.

'.

.
".
If processmg oth...1 than crushmg or SO l'eenlllg OCCUlS, the fugilive
dust controls for those opernllons are address~

III

..

the " OTHER category,

Alton will also implement an awareness level program to minimize fugitive dust due to mining activities
and haul road traffic in the pit areas. The site supervisor, (or authorized representative) will periodically
observe the dust throughout each shift to determine the level of control needed to minimize the dust.
The following levels of awareness and control will be used:

Level 0 - No dust present; current dust control measures are adequate.
Level 1 - Weather or production causing dust at 0-5% opacity at the permit boundary; increase dust
control measures necessary. Watering frequency and application of magnesium chloride on the Out of
Pit haul roads will be increased until Level 0 is reached.
Level 2 - Weather or production causing dust at 5-10% opacity at the permit ~~f';d~'H'9 dust
control measures necessary. Watering frequency and application of magnesium chloride on the Out of
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Pit haul roads will be increased until Level 0 is reached. Production reduced until evident that these
measures are controlling the dust.
Level 3 - Weather or production causing dust > 10% opacity at the permit boundary; increase dust
control measures necessary. Production stopped until Level 2 is reached. Level 2 activities conducted
until Level 0 is reached.
Watering records will be maintained to show the dust control measures taken. These records will be
provided in the Annual Report made available to Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining and to the
inspectors upon request.
Since this plan provides control strategies based on total project opacity impacts at the property
boundary, monitoring at the property boundary will be sufficient to "judge the effectiveness ofthe
fugitive dust control plan". In order to monitor opacity at the property boundary, Alton Coal will utilize
standard method 9 methodologies for the highest density "aggregate" plume from all sources within the
property thus capturing highest impact of both point and non-point sources. Attachment 3 contains a
description of method 9 techniques.
iii.

Activity Specific Off-Site Fugitive Dust Control

Alton will control off-site of fugitive dust, which includes track-out, with the following control
st rategIes:
CONTROL STRATEGY

OFF-SITE ACTIVITY

Inherent moisture in material.
Stage 1:
FUGITIVE DUST ESCAPING
FROM TRUCK BEDS

Stage 2:
Stage 3:

Stage 1:
TRACK-OUT

Stage 2:

Use a synthetic cover for haul trucks.
Minimize or reduce operations.
Course gravel will be placed at the entrances and exits
of the construction area to public roads to prevent trackout.
Use of a grader to clean the road from track-out.
Minimize or reduce operations, or wash tires.

Stage 3:

VI.

Continuous Improvement

Alton will review this plan and activities associated with controlling the North Private Lease site's
fugitive dust at least ONCE A YEAR. Changes to the plan will occur at this time, or sooner, if
necessary.
INCOHPORATED
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ATTACHMENT 1
Responsible Parties for Fugitive Dust Control
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R esponSI"ble P ar fles ~or F ugllve
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OPERATOR:

Alton Coal Development, LLC

Contact Name:

Larry Johnson

Position:

Mine Manager

Phone Number:

435-867-5331

OWNER:

Alton Coal Development, LLC

Contact Name:

Robert C. Nead, Jr.

Position:

Managing Member

Phone Number:

(239) 825-2332
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ATTACHMENT 2
Fugitive Dust Management, Acknowledgement and
Certification

)
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Fugitive Dust Management,
Acknowledgement and Certification
Contractor:

Contact Name:
Position:
Phone Number:
Start Date on Project:
Finish Date on Project:
I certify that I have reviewed the Fugitive Dust Control Plan and understand the
requirements of this Plan, required under the Utah Administrative Code R307-309, and
will instruct all employees of the Contractor on site to follow guidelines set for in the
plan to control fugitive dust. The Contractor is equally responsible for fugitive dust
maintenance and any fugitive dust violations from the Utah Division of Air Quality that
may be directly related to the Contractor or its employees. Any and all subsequent
violations due to fugitive dust non-compliance that can be attributed to the Contractor
may be monetarily assessed to the Contractor by the owner and/or operator receiving the
fine. The Contractor will report any fugitive dust control non-compliance to the owner
and/or operator listed in this document.
Contractor

Company Name (Printed)

Name (Printed)

Signature

Date

Alton Coal Development, LLC
Larry Johnson
Name (Printed)

Signature

Date
Div. of (Iii,

ATTACHMENT 3
Method 9 Opacity Methodology and Documentation
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APPENDIX 4-8
Management Plans for the
North Private Lease Properties
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MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE
NORTH PRIVATE LEASE PROPERTIES

Property ownership is shown on Drawing ~-3 ofthe Coal Hollow Mining and Reclamation Plan.
Representatives from Alton Coal Development met with the landowners ofthe North Private
Lease area to ascertain current land use information prior to mining in the area. The following
information was provided to Larry Johnson by each landowner (personal communications,
September 20~5). The landowners expect reclamation and revegetation will provide as good
as or better than the follow production.
PARCEL: 9-6-~3-~, 9-6-n-5
LANDOWNER: Heaton Bros.
ACRES: no
LIVESTOCK USE: ~.67 animal/acre; 30 days/year (June)
HAY PRODUCTION: None
IRRIGATION: No
PARCELS: 9-6-n-2; 9-5-7-4A; 9-5-~8-3

)

LANDOWNER: Dean Heaton
ACRES: 45
LIVESTOCK USE: ~.33 animals/acre; 60 days/year (September and October)
HAY PRODUCTION: ~ crop/year (9 of ~o years); 2,000 pounds/acre
IRRIGATION: No
PARCELS: 9-5-7-3A, 9-5-~8-5, 9-5-~8-3A, 9-6-~2-~
LANDOWNER: Ferril Heaton
ACRES: ~08.34
LIVESTOCK USE: 0.69 animals/acre (with supplemental feed); 60 days/year (September and

October)
HAY PRODUCTION: ~ crop/year (9 of ~o years); 2,000 pounds/acre
IRRIGATION: No
PARCEL: 9-6-n-3
LANDOWNER: Orvil Palmer
ACRES: 7
LIVESTOCK USE:~.43 animals/year; 60 days/year (July and August)
HAY PRODUCTION: None

)

IRRIGATION: No

iNCORPORATED
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I, Dean R. Heaton, have leased to Alton Coal Development a parcel of land, including the coal resource,
parcel Number 9-6-12-2, in Kane County, Utah, in Section 12, T39S, R6W, SLB&M for the purpose to
surface mine coal.
When mining is completed and surface reclamation begins, I require that the surface be put back to
approximate original contour and eliminating erosional features and stock ponds within this parcel.

Sign~ IC t./~
)

'--1/-/ S-

~

Dean R. Heaton
land Owner.
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Heaton Brothers, LLC has leased to Alton Coal Development a parcel of land, including the coal resource,
parcel Number 9-6-13-2, in Kane County, Utah, in Section 13, T39S, R6W, SLB&M for the purpose to
surface mine coal.
When mining is completed and surface reclamation begins, Heaton Brothers, LLC requires that the
surface be put back to approximate original contour and eliminating erosional features and stock ponds
within this parcel. Alton Coal, LLC will manage the surface to eliminate any erosion that could be caused

by these changes.

Signed :

Ronald W. Heaton
Heaton Brothers, LLC
Land Owner.
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CULTURAL RESOURCE DISCOVERY PLAN FOR ALTON
COAL LLC, COAL HOLLOW PROJECT IN
KANE COUNTY, UTAH
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CULTURAL RESOURCES DISCOVERY PLAN FOR THE ALTON
COAL LLC, COAL HOLLOW PROJECT IN
KANE COUNTY, UTAH

Prepared for
Alton Coal
Submitted to
Utah Department of Oil Gas and Mining (UDOGM)

Prepared by
Charles 801l0ng and Tanya Johnson

Under the direction of
Heather Stettler, Ph.D., Principal Investigator

SWCA® Environmental Consultants
257 East 200 South, Suite 200
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
(801) 322-4307
BLM Permit No. 08UT55126
Public Lands Policy Coordination Office Permit No. 36
SWCA Project No. 16987
November 6, 2010
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
As part of their development of an open pit Illining facility. Alton Coal Development, LLC has
undertaken cultural resource inventories (Stavish 2008a) in their lease areas south of the town of Alton, in
Kane County, Utah. The results of these inventories suggested that the Coal Hollow undertaking would
have either direct etTects to cultural resources determined eligible to the National Register of Historic
Places (NRHP). or potential effects to N~HP eligible sites. In 2007, Montgomery Archaeological
Consultants conducted a Class I file search and Class III pedestrian inventory of the project area of
potential effect tAPE) (Stavish 2006, 2007. 2008b, 200Sc, 20 10). All sites available for visual inspection
are presumed to have been identified or documented. Ho\vever, since a large number of cultural resources
have been identified in the area of the proposed project, there is a high probability of encountering
previously unidentified cultural resources during mining operations. Moreover, the proposed project APE
is known to impact several sites that are recommended or have been detennined eligible for listing on the
N~HP. Additionally. the proposed project is located in an area where natural depositional processes or
human activities may have caused cultural materials that were at one time present on the ground surface
to have become buried or obscured by ground disturbance. Due to the fact that the Utah Division of Oil,
Gas and Mining (UDOGM) does not employ a full-time qualitied archaeologist. they have designated this
role to Mr. Kelly Beck at the Public Lands Policy Coordination Office (PLPCO). Despite there being two
agencies involved. for all intents and purposes here forth, UDOGM is the sale lead agency.
Therefore, given the high density of cultural resources in the general area. discoveries of additional
cultural resources during mining activities are anticipated. These discoveries are expected to be almost
exclusively represented by subsurface finds of cultural materials. This plan documents the procedures to
be implemented in the event that cultural resources are discovered by project archaeologists, mine
persOlmel, Environmental Inspectors, or other personnel during mining operations for the Coal Hollowmine (CHM). This plan includes monitoring procedures. definitions of simple versus complex
discoveries, procedures for developing treatment plans. notiiication procedures, and procedures in case of
the discovery of human remains.
The research design presented in this Treatment Plan is also intended to address potential unanticipated
discoveries during mining acti\'ities at CHM. Research objectives include identifying single component
occupations, determining the slIITounding envirolunent during the timers) of the occupation, the season(s)
of occupation(s), the length of occupation(s). site structure and function, patterns of resource exploitation
and mobility patterns. First order research questions regarding site stratigraphy, geomorphological setting,
site formation processes, date(s) of occupation, food resources utilized, and technologies (lithic, ceramic.
etc.) utilized also apply. This research design provides the basis tor assessing discoveries and determining
whether they can be adequately documented under limited testing procedures, or whether they require
more extensive excavation and notitication of state and federal agencies.

2.0 QUALIFICATION AND TRAINING OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL
MONITORS AND MINE PERSONNEL
2.1 Archaeological Personnel
All archaeologists will meet minimum Secretary of the Interior standards for archaeology and will be led
in the field by (but not necessarily in the direct presence ot) a pem1itted archaeologist who is qualitied
based on the standards required under the Public Lands Policy Coordination Office guidelines. No
additional training will be required.

FEB 02 20lti

Archaeological monitors have the authority to halt mining activities and operations in the event of an
archneological discovery and, in some instances as described below. to authorize mining activities and
opernlions to resume.

2.2 Mine Personnel
All mine personnel will meet with Alton Coal representati ves and monitoring nrchaeologists for training
and orientation prior to the slart of mining operations. The training will be developed by the monitoring
nrchaeologists in cooperation with Alton Coal representatives. New mine persOIU1el added after mining
begins will be trained before working on-site. A list of trained personnel will be kept by Alton Coal
representatives.

3.0 MONITORING METHODS
This section details the monitoring methods to be lIsed during the cllrrent project. It includes the areas to
be inspected and methods to be utilized during monitoring of mine activities.

)

The foundation constnlction of all buildings and associated bdow-ground facilities , as well as any soil
storage/dumping locations for the CHM project will be subjected to archaeological monitoring.
Monitoring will be conducted either while the subsurface disturbance is occurring or once it has been
completed. Additionally, within the boundaries of sites reconunended or detennined eligi.ble for listing on
the NRHP, archaeological monitors \vill inspect the ground surface during any ground-disturbing activity
as it occurs in order to identify any cultural remains that may have been exposed by mining activities and
the movement of mining equipment. If at any time human remains or physical remains believed to be
human are encountered by mine personneL the appropriate procedures described in Section 6 will be
immediately implemented.
For the purposes of this Discovery Plan. ground-disturbing activit ies are detined as any activities that
have moderate to high potential to expose buried cultural resources. A high potential to expose buried
cultural resources is defined as any activity that has the potential to disturb more than I to:2 inches of
sediment over an area more than 3 feet square. Examples of such activities include, but are not limited to.
binding. grading. stripping. and trenching or pit excavation activities. as well as the traversing of sites by
heavy tracked vehicles. even if no other activities accompany the vehicle movement.
Celtain activities within sites \\o'ill not require monitoring. These consist of actions with low potential to
expose cultural resources. Examples of activities with low potential to expose cultural resources include
simple traversing of sites by foot traffic. traversing of sites by mbber-tired vehicles within existing road
tracks or areas of pre-existing mining disturbance, installation of temporary survey markers, or any
traversing of areas that have been previously disturbed (and monitored) by the project or prior to the
project.
Archaeological monitors will inspect the overall work area including trench/pit walls and backdirt piles
for evidence of artifacts , cultural features, stained occupation surfaces, concentrations of animal bone, or
human remains. For safety reasons, examination oftrenchlpit walls will generally be conducted from the
ground surt:lce. Backdirt will not be screened. but collection of artifacts may occur from backdirt piles, as
may the collection of charcoal and/or stained sediment for possible radiocarbon dating.

)
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4.0 DISCOVERY DEFINITIONS AND TREATMENT METHODS
Based Oll the research design, unanticipated discoveries are divided into two categories. The tirst includes
archaeological materials such as miifacts and features, '.vhile the second consists of human remains. The
discovery of human remains entails specific notilication and treatment procedures that differ from the
discovery of nOll-human cultural materials and, therefore, is discussed in Section 6. Discoveries of
archaeological materials are further divided into two categories: isolated resources and small, simple sites
and features; and large, complex sites and features.
Archaeological discoveries refer to the material remains of human activities that have the potential to
yield data that can increase our understanding of the prehistory and history of the area. Prehistoric
discoveries include. but are not limited to, hearth features, housepits, storage features, artifact
concentrations. activity areas, etc. Historical discoveries include, but are not limited to, historic hearths,
trash deposits, stlUctures, old canals, roads, artii:1ct concentrations, activity areas, etc.
Site and isolated occurrence (10) definitions established by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
Guidelines will be applied during Monitoring and Discovery procedures. In general, a site is defined as a
location of purposeful prehistoric or historic human activity. An activity is considered to have been
purposeful if it resulted in a deposit of cultural materials beyond the level of one or a few artifacts.
Locations of human activity not classifiable as sites by this definition are considered lOs. BLM
definitions are as follow:
Sites should contain remains of past human activity that are at least 50 years old and
should consist of one or more of the following:

)

1. At least 10 aliifacts ora single class e.g., 10 sherds) within a la-meter diameter, except
when all pieces appear to originate from a single source (e.g., one ceramic pOL one glass
bottle, etc.).

1. At least 15 artifacts that include at least two classes of anifnct types (e.g., shercls. nails,
glass) within a la-meter diameter area.
3. One or more archaeological features in temporal association with any Dumber of
artifacts.
4. Two or more temporally associated archaeological features without artifacts.
In applying Criteria 3 and 4 above, rock piles need be recorded as sites only if there is
reason to believe they are aboriginal. Historical rock piles such as mining cairns may be
recorded as sites only if they are believed to be of significant importance. Similarly,
single hem1hs, small rock rings, or small rock alignments without any associated cultural
material or without potential for yielding dates, faunal or floral samples need not be
recorded as sites unless they are believed to be of sufficient importance in the area they
are found. Professional judgment should always be exercised in applying the criteria to
cases which are questionable (Bureau of Land Management 1001).

4.1 Discovery of Isolated Occurrences or Small, Simple Sites and
Features
4.1.1 Isolated Occurrences or Small, Simple Sites and Features - Definitions

)

Isolated occurrences (TOs) may include, but are not limited to. individual prehistoric or historic artifacts,
small assemblages less than 10 artifacts of a single class or less than 15 artifacts of at least two classes
that lack associated features. Small, simple sites and features may include, but are not limited to, artifact
concentrations of moderate density; a single, simple hea11h; stained soil: or fue-cracked rock cluster. TOs

3
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and small, simple sites and features are detined as those having little potential to yield additional data
relevant to research questions developed for the region. Since it is not possible to anticipate every type of
discovery that may arise, the archaeological monitor will utilize professional judgment in the field to
determine if the materials encountered merit further investigation. Although general examples of lOs and
small, simple sites and features are provided here, the predominant guideline \vill be whether the material
in question is detellnined capable of providing information about regional prehistory or history through
fUlther investigation, such as might qualify a site for listing on the NRHP.

4.1.2 Isolated Resources or Small, Simple Sites and Features -Documentation
Methods
Upon the discovery of an 10, mining activities will cease (if determined necessary by the archaeological
monitor) in order to allow the archaeological monitor to safely recover the 10 and document the find.
Documentation of lOs will consist of: recording Global Positioning System (GPS) data of the location of
the discovery, detailed description(s) of the artifact(s), infonnation required for the Utah 10 fonn, and
photographs of the discovery. Photographs ofIOs will preferably include general overview photographs
of the location of the discovery, in situ photographs of the 10, and close-ups of the artifact{s) subsequent
to removal. HO\vever, if mining activities have moved the artifact Ollt of context, a general overview of
the area where the IO was identitled \vill suftice, along with the close-ups.
Small, simple sites and features will be more extensively documented than lOs. Upon the discovery of
smalL simple sites and features, all recovery procedures of in situ sites and features will require an
excavation pemlit issued through the Public Lands Policy Coordination Office (PLPCO).

)

Documentation of small, simple sites and features will include: recording GPS data of the location of the
discovery, detailed description(s) of the artifact(s). and infonnation required for recording on the
Intem10untain "-\ntiquities Computer System tonn. Photographs of small, simple sites and features \vil!
preferably include general overview photographs of the location of the discovery, in situ phorographs of
the discovery, and close-ups of any artifact(s) subsequent to removal. However, if mining activities have
moved the artifacts or features out of context, a general overview of the area where the small, simple site
or feature W,lS identified will suffice. along with the close-ups. Feature plans and profiles will be drawn
and the feature will be photographed in plan and proti\e views.
Additionally. upon the discovery of in situ small, simple sites and femures, the archaeological monitor
will excavate a tonnal test unit to expose the top of the feature. The plan view of the feature will be
documented. after which the monitor will either collect the entire feature fill for later study or collect
samples trom the feature till. if possible. for detemlination of age and subsistence practices as
appropriate. Uncollected feature till will be screened using a O.25-inch mesh. For all discoveries, auger
probes. shovel tests. or excavation of a small area or feature may be required to determine the extent and
characteristics of the discovery. If, in order to adequately evaluate the discovery, testing and data
collection \vould exceed the limits ohvhat can appropriately be called 'limited testing', the discovery will
be treated under the procedures established for large, complex sites and features.
lOs and small, simple sites and features will be documented in field notes, on field fonns, and in a daily
monitoring log. Additionally, these discoveries will be included in the weekly repOlt submitted to Alton
Coal representatives and lJDOGM. They will also be documented in the monitoring report produced at
the conclusion of the CHN[ monitoring.
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4.1.3 Isolated Resources or Small, Simple Sites and Features - Summary
Upon the discovery of ros and small, simple sites and features, mining activity will cease (if detem1ined
necessary by the archeological monitor) for the length of time required for the archaeological monitor to
recover and adequately document the cultural materials. Work will not resume in the area of the discovery
until such time as authorized by the archaeological monitor. The notification procedures outlined in
Section 5 will not apply to discovery of either lOs or small, simple sites and features. By definition, all
lOs and small, simple sites and features will not lead to additional mitigation. In the event of unceltainty
reg<mling whether a discovery is in the category of small, simple features or large, complex sites and
features, the procedures defined below for large, complex discoveries will be implemented.
A weekly report of all lOs, simple, and complex discoveries will be provided to Alton Coal
representatives and UDOGM by the archaeological monitor. This \vill include a table and description of
all discoveries identified during the week. All ros, simple, and complex discoveries will also be included
in the sunm1ary report compiled at the conclusion of CRt"I monitoring.

4.2 Discovery of Large, Complex Sites and Features
4.2.1 Large, Complex Sites and Features - Definitions

)

Large, complex sites and features are defined as those with the potential to yield significant additional
data relevant to research questions developed for the region. Since it is not possible to anticipate every
type of discovery that may arise, the archaeological monitor will utilize their professional judgment in the
tield to detenrune if the materials encountered merit further investigation. Although general examples of
large, complex sites and features are provided here, the predorrunant guideline will be whether the
material in question is detennined capable of providing infonnatiol1 about regional prehistory or history
through fllliher investigation, such as might qualify a sire for listing OIl the NRHP.
Large, complex sites and features may include, but are not limited to, large or dense concentrations of
artifacts; attifact concentrations that exhibit a high diversity in the tool assemblage; complex hearth
structures such as large rock-lined roasting pits with intemal stratigraphy and associated large artit~1ct
collections, tloral and faunal material; housepits; concentrations of tire pit features (for example, between
5 and to tire pit features in a single 30-meter (m) [approximately 100-foot] length of trench or exposed
cutbank), or other types of structures. Large, complex sites and features also include discoveries at which
limited testing \vas conducted to detennine the extent and characteristics of the discovery where the
results of limited testing indicate that the site may provide further sif,rniticant archaeological data (in the
APE) and, therefore, that additional excavation is necessary.
In all cases of discovery of large, complex sites and features (or in cases where the archaeological monitor
is undecided about the tY'Pe of discovery), mining operations will cease in the vicinity of the discovery
and the notification procedures detailed in Section 5 must be implemented. Mine activities will not
resume until the appropriate agencies, including UDOGM, have been notified, in consultation with the
State Historic Preservation Ofticer (SHPO), have been able to evaluate the significance of the discovery;
and an appropriate course of treatment has been detem1ined.

4.2.2 Large, Complex Sites and Features - Documentation Methods
Upon the discovery of a large, complex site or feature. mining operations will cease for 30 m
(approximately 100 feet) on either side of the discovery in order to preserve the discovery and any
associated materials, to allow the archaeological monitor to safely document the discovery, and to give
the archaeological monitor time to implement the notification and consultation procedureslNCORPOo !lTED
,.
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Discovery of large and complex sites ancl features during open trench or cutbank inspection or monitoring
at NRHP-eligible sites will be recorded and evaluated following the standards and fomlat used for
recording sites during the Class III inventory phase of the project. The initial treatment of any discovery
will consist of recording the location orthe materials within the construction or mining area and within
any previously recorded site boundary; recording summary data conceming the fealure(s) aneVor other
remains (including dimensions, qualitative characteristics, and associated remains); photographing each
exposed fcature and the overall context of the exposed remains; and profiling trench/pit walls containing
cultural features or strata (where safe and pmdent).
For all discoveries, auger probes, shovel tests, or excavation of a small area or feature may be required to
detemline the extent and characteristics of the discovery. If the discovery can be adequately covered by
limited testing measures, the discovelY will be treated under the procedures established for small, simple
sites and features. Collections of fill samples and ar1ifacts may also be made at this time. as appropriate,
to prevent data loss.
If the limited testing indicates that the discovery is indeed a large, complex site or feature. consultation
between UDOGM and SHPO will determine subsequent actions. If the agencies detennine that
excavation is merited in order to fully assess the nature and extent of the discovery, a site-specific
Treatment Plan will be developed, as described in Section 4.3.
In some cases, a discovery may be clearly of such significance that it will merit data recovery. In such
cases, consultation between UDOGM and SHPO will determine subsequent actions. In most such cases,
development and implementation of a site-specitic Treatment Plan will be necessary in order to address
the portion of the discovelY within the immediate affected mining area. Once mining has been completed,
a tull Data Recovery Plan will be developed for such discoveries, with implementation of the Data
Recovery Plan to take place the following tield season thereby allowing sufticient time for writing the full
rep0l1 and for consultation with appropriate parties.
Large, complex sites and features will be documented in tield notes, on field tonllS, and in a daily
monitoring log. Additionally. although consultation with UDOGM and SHPO will be initiated
inunediately for large, complex discoveries, such discoveries will also be included in the \veekly
monitoring report submitted to UDOGM. All large, complex sites and features also will be documented in
the monitoring report produced at the conclusion ofCHM monitoring.

4.2.3 Large, Complex Sites and Features - Summary
Upon the discovery of large. complex sites and features, mining operations will cease within 30 m
(approximately 100 feet) on either side of the discovery. Work will not resume in the area of the
discovery until such time as authorized by the relevant state agencies. The notification procedures
outlined in Section 5 must be carried out upon discovery of large, complex sites and features. In the event
of uncertainty after limited testing regarding whether a discovery is in the category of small, simple
feature or large, complex feature, the procedures detined above for large, complex sites and features will
be implemented.
A weekly report of all discoveries will be provided to UDOGM by the archaeological monitor. This will
include a table and description of all discoveries identified during the week. All large. complex
discoveries will also be included in the slIIrunary report compiled at the conclusion of CHM monitoring.
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4.3 Site-Specific Treatment Plans and Data Recovery Plans for
Discoveries
As noted above. the significance of discoveries will be evaluated based on the archaeological monitor's
professional judgment of their potential to address research questions developed for the region. Small,
simple sites and features will not, by definition. require treatment. Large and complex sites and features
ancl/or discoveries within sites that contribute to the significance of the site may require treatment. Most
large. complex discoveries will require an immediate site-specific Treatment Plan in order to evaluate the
nature and extent of the discovery. In some cases, this willlcad to a Data Recovery Plan. Both types of
plans are discussed below.

4.3.1 Treatment Plans
For large, complex sites and features, a site-specitic Treatment Plan will be produced by Alton Coal
ancl/or their Cultural Resources Consultant within 2 to 5 working days after the discovery (however, this
schedule \vill be dependent on the pace of consultation with agencies and other involved parties) and
submitted to UDOGM and Utah SHPO. The Treatment Plan is intended to evaluate the nature and extent
of the discovery and any associated activity area(s) or other features, and should describe the appropriate
methods for acquiring the necessary data. All Treatment Plans will be limited to a maximum of 25 cubic
meters (m3) of deposits over the entire project APE, unless exceptional circumstances necessitate a
greater level of work.

)

The Treatment Plan will include the type and location of the discovery and the data recovery procedures.
Data recovery procedures may include, but not be limited to, excavation of controlled units over and
arollnd the feature area. the placement of additional test. units anelior auger probes. and exploratory
mechanical trenching. Where discoveries identified during open trench inspection are deeply buried. the
Treatment Plan may include mechanical stripping of overlying deposits in order to efficiently reach the
sediments containing cultural materials. Such mechanical stripping would only be allowed after manual
lest excavations have beo::n conducted. which will allow the archaeologist to ascertain whether
components with similar characteristics are present in the overlying deposits.
The Treatment Plan will be submitted to UDOG~[ ancl Utah SHPO within one week of the discovery, if
pt:rmitted by the pace of consultation. All state agencies will have one week to review and comment on
the Treatment Plan. if all parties agree upon this schedule. Upon receipt of agency comments, UDOGM
will make a final decision regarding treatment and authorize implementation of the Treatment Plan, if
appropriate.
The Treatment Plan will include a schedule for excavation in order to enable mining operations to resume
within a reasonable time frame. In circumstances where mining operation schedules allow, full excavation
of discoveries/features may be possible before mining resumes. In some cases, the discovery/feature may
be unavoidable and in the direct path of mining operations. Under these circumstances. excavation will
proceed immediately upon approval of the plan by UDOGM and Utah SHPO. Where project mining can
occur without immediate impact to the discovery, or where excavation of the portions of the discovery in
the path of mining operations has been completed. full implementation of the Treatment Plan for the
discovery may be defetTed until mining operations in the vicinity has been completed. Subject to mine
scheduling and the onset of inclement weather, treatment activities outside the immediate mining activity
may be deferred until the following field season.

)

After the notitication procedures have been followed and an appropriate course of action has been
detemlined, UDOGM, in consultation with the SHPO \vill provide Alton Coal with notitication to
proceed with treatment. Alton Coal will provide written notification to UDOGM and SHPoIt$Q~)RPO!lATED
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completion of treatment. That notification will include a statement of the nature, scope, and outcome of
the actions completed. After Alton Coal has successfully fulfilled any such responsibilities, UDGO~'f and
SHPO provide Alton Coal with authorization to proceed with mining activities. Alton Coal will not
resume mining activities in the buffer area surrounding the discovery until it has received authorization
from the UDGOM and SHPO to proceed. The authorization may include a statement of any stipulations
that wi 11 app Iy during or after the resumption of mining activities.
Data recovered from implementation of Treatment Plans will be integrated into the monitoring report
compiled aftcr CHM monitoring is completed.

Data Recovery Plans
In some cases, the discovery \vill be of sllch complexity and significance that, following implementation
of the Treatment Plan, a Data Recovery Plan will also be required. A Data Recovery Plan is necessmy in
cases where full data recovery investigations are required. Data Recovery Plans typically will be
implemented the following field season in order to provide adequate time to be fully developed, which
may be included in the monitoring report produced after completion of CHM monitoring. Implementation
of a Data Recovery Plan the following field season also allows tor consultation with appropriate parties
and acquisition of the appropriate pennits. Depending on the nature and extent of the discovery, the full
Data Recovery'Plan may require excavation of more than 25 m3 in order to collect sufficient infonnation
to address research questions.
Under no circumstances will completion of a Data Recovery Plan be deferred more than one field season.
Alton Coal shall be responsible for protecting the historic and prehistoric properties from mine activity
impact and until such time as any deferred Data Recovery Plans have been completed. Data Recovery
Plans may include, but are not limited to, excavation, and other measures may also be required. Should
data recovery of discoveries/features be defen'ed past completion of mining, Alton Coal shall set forth
written assurances to fund fieldwork, analyses, curation. and publication of results, as well as obtain
written pennission from landowners tor continued access to the sites. Copies of these assurances \\"ill be
submitted to UDOGM and SHPO as appropriate.
Where discoveries identified during open trench or cutbank inspection are deeply buried. the Data
Recovery Plan may include mechanical stripping of overlying deposits in order to efficiently reach the
sediments containing cultural materials. Such mechanical stripping would only be allowed after manual
test exca\'atiol1s have been conducted, which will allow the archaeologist to asceltain whether
components with similar characteristics are present in the overlying deposits.
For any discoveries that require a Data Recovery Plan, notification procedures \vould have been initiated
earlier, when it became evident that a discovery was large and complex and would require a Treatment
Plan. Conm1ulucation with UDOGM and SHPO will be ongoing during development of the Treatment
Plan and subsequent decision as to whether a Data Recovery Plan is required. After an appropriate course
of action has been determined, such as the requirement of a Data Recovery Plan, lJDOGM, in
consultation with the SHPO, will provide Alton Coal with notification to proceed with mining operations.
Alton Coal will provide written assurance to UDOGM and SHPO that a Data Recovery Plan will be
produced and implemented. After Alton Coal has successfully provided such assurance, UDOGM will
provide Alton Coal with authorization to proceed with mining activities. Alton Coal wilinot resume
nuning activities in the buffer area surrounding the discovery until it has received authorization from
UDOGM to proceed. The authorization may include a statement of any stipulations that will apply during
or after the resumption of mining operations. Data recovered from implementation of a Data Recovery
Plan will be reported in a separate Data Recovery Report produced after data recovery is completed

_
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4.4 Summary
The decision tree provided in
Figure 1 illustrates the series of decisions and subsequent actions that \vill be made by the archaeological
monitor.

5.0 NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES AND CONTACT INFORMATION
FOR REPORTING DISCOVERIES
All large, complex sites and features will require notification of the appropriate federal and state agencies
involved in the CHM. Small, simple sites and features will not require notitlcation, but will be
documented following the procedures outlined above in Section 4.1 and will be documented in the \v<!ekly
monitoring report submitted to the agencies documenting all discoveries identitled during the week. A
summary monitoring report will be produced at the completion of monitoring. For all large, complex
discoveries, the archaeological monitor will notify Alton Coal who will notify UDOGM and SHPO.
Table 1 lists the contacts to be notified in the event of a large. complex discovery.

Table 1. Contact Information for Large, Complex Discoveries During Coal Hollow Mine Activities.
Name
Tanyu Johnson

Jami.: Clark

Phone
80 1-3::;~-+JI)7

Fax
SO 1-3:22·.\30:1

Address
257 E. :2(1) South St~. 201)
Salt Lake City, UT 8.\ III

E-Mail
tjohnsonl!!,swca.com

801·322-U07

801-3::·.\308

257 E. 200 South Ste. 200
Salt Lake City. UT 8,\111

jl:lark:.!~swca.com

Consultanls
AlII n Coal Dcwloplllcnt.
LLC

.jJ5-S67-533I

.j35-SIl7·II<)~

Ci\h;Cllull('.!.alll1t1coal.col11

An:hll~ologi~t.

SO 1-537 -90.\6

$01-537·9226

.\63 :-Jollh 100 W~st. C~dllr
City, UT 84 ;21
SIlO State Ortice Building.
P.O. Box.\ 1107. Salt Lake
City Utah. 8,\114
300 Rio Grande
Salt Lake City. UT 8.\ 10 I

Ihullsakcri! bllll.guv

Tirlc/AgencvlFirm
Prol,!ram Dircclllr.
Cultural R<.'Sources
SWCA Envirollm~lltol
Consultants
Assistant Project
Manag.:r. Cultural
R60urCes S WC A
En~irollm~nlal

Cillis i\IcCillut

Loti Hunsaka

Oni.:.: of

the Go~cl11or. Public
Lands Policy
Coordination
Utah Deputy SHPO

80l-533-3555

kdl)b~ck(i!

utah.gov

After the appropriate course of action has been detennined. UDOGM in consultation \vith SHPO, will
provide Alton Coal with notification of its decision, including details of any actions that Alton Coal must
complete before authorization to proceed with mining operations is granted. Alton Coal will provide
written noti fication to UDOGM or their designee and SHPO including a statement of the nature, scope,
and olltcome of the actions completed. After .Alton Coal has successfully fulfilled any such
responsibilities, UDOGM or their designee will provide Alton Coal with authorization to proceed with
mining operations. Alton Coal will not resume mining activities in the buffer area surrounding the
discovery until it has received authorization from LTDOGM or their designee to proceed. The
authorization may include a statement of any stipulations that will apply during or after the resumption of
mining operations.

)
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A cultural resource discovery is identified.

-----.

Activity in the immediate vicinity of the discovery ceases
and vehicle traffic is preventedllimited. A buffer zone with
a radius of at least 30 m (100 feet) is established.

Archaeologist
immediately
determines that the
discovery is a
small, simple site
or feature and
simple.

Discovery is immediately definable through surface or
trench observations.

Discovery Is not definable through surface or trench
observations. Investigation of discovery Is initiated,
through auger probes, fill samples, and other limited
testing procedures.

Archaeologist determines that the
discovery is small and simple.

~

/

I

Materials
determined to be
human remains.
Implement
procedures in
Section 6.

Archaeologist
immediately
determines that the
discovery is large
and complex.

Archaeologist determines that the
discovery is large and complex.

1

Archaeological Monitor notifies Alton
Coal, who notifies UDOGM and
SHPO.

All data are recovered from the
discovery.

)

f+--

~
Alton Coal andlor the cultural
resources consultant prepare a
Treatment Plan. Plan is reviewed by
UDOGM and SHPO.

Halted mining activity may resume.

Alton Coal implements stipulations in
the Treatment Plan.

Documentation of Treatment Plan
implementation is forwarded to
UDOGM and SHPO.

L
UDOGM and SHPO issue an NTP.

L
Halted mining activity may resume.

Figure 1. Procedures for archaeological discoveries.
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6.0 DISCOVERY OF HUMAN REMAINS
Human remains and associated funereal mtifacts may be discovered during mining operations,
reclamation, or maintenance. If human remains are discovered under any circumstances, they will be
secured and protected until such time as appropriate disposition has been determined, in accordance with
flpplicable local, state, and federal statutes.
If human remains are encountered during mining operations, appropriate measures will be taken to protect
the discovery from further disturbance (see Section 6.1 belovi) until the discovelY has been fully
evaluated and the appropriate treatment offhe discovery has been completed (
Figure 2).
The notitication process will be implemented, including contacting UDOGM and SHPO and/or private
landowner. if applicable. If human remains are discovered on federfll lands and they are determined to be
aboriginal. the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) and its
implementing regulations will apply. In such cases, mining operations activities in the vicinity of the
burial will cease for a minimum of 30 days while appropriate consultation processes proceed.
Figure 2 sunUllarizes the procedures for the treatment of the unanticipated discovery of human remains.

6.1 Procedures to Protect Human Remains
If any human remains or remains that may be human are discovered. all mining activity within the
immediate vicinity of the discov'ery will be halted. Cessation of ground-disturbing activity will
encompass a sunicient area to protect the discovery and provide a buffer zone for adequate and safe
investigation of the discovery and any other associated features or artifacts. A buffer area no smaller than
30 by 30 m (approximately 100 by 100 feet) around the discovelY will be established. but this area can be
expanded if deemed necessary. Mine personnel will promptly vacate the buffer zone and trartic within the
buffer zone will be limited to that necessary to remove vehicles and equipment from it. Care will be taken
to prevent any further disturbance of [he potential human remains during removal of vehicles and
equipment. A qualified archaeologist will be responsible for detennining if the remains are human.
Mine personnel involved in such a discovery will inunediatdy notify a supervisor (or designated
substitute), who will immediately notify the appropriate UDOGM archaeological contact.
After all mining acti vity has been halted and \vhile the notitication procedure is being implemented, steps
will be taken to protect the human remains including:
•

ensuring that no ground-disturbing activity resumes within the buffer zone of the discovery;

•

preventing vehicle traftic through that portion of the area of the undeltaking beyond that
necessmy to remove vehicles and equipment already within the area; and

•

providing protection in the form of tarps, shoring. protection from the elements, and any other
procedures necessary to ensure preservation of the remains.

The measures to protect the remains and any associated artit:'lcts will remain in effect until Alton Coal has
received notice from UDOGM or SHPO, as appropriate. to proceed with the mining acti"vity in the buffer
zone.
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Mine personnel or archaeological monitor discovers
potential human remains

Appropriate measures are taken to protect and
stabilize the discovery

Qualified archaeologist examines the material

Archaeologist determines that the remains are
human

I

I

~
Sheriff, Coroner, UDOGM, SHPO and private land
owner (where applicable) are contacted

+
Human remains are aboriginal or historical

I

Human remains are
modern

Potential crime scene

..
I

Archaeologist
determines that the
remains are not human

Treated similar to other
discoveries

Alton Coal contacts UDOGM, SHPO, and private
land owner (where applicable)

For aboriginal remains, Alton Coal contacts Native
American tribes, as appropriate

UDOGM & SHPO, in consultation with the
appropriate parties, provides Alton Coal with
specifications for the required course of action

Alton Coal notifies UDOGM & SHPO of the task
completion

UDOGM or SHPO, as appropriate, issues an NTP

Halted mining activity may resume

Figure 2. Procedures for the treatment of unanticipated discovery of human remains.

6.2 Contact and Notification Procedures for Discovery of Human
Remains
Upon being notified by the investigating archaeologist of the presence of human remains, the respective
County Sheriff and County Coroner will be notified by the archaeological monitor, as well as UDOGM,
INCOFlPORATED
SHPO, Alton Coal, and the private landowner, if applicable (Table 2).
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Table 2. Contact Information for Human Rcmains Discoycries During l\Iining Operations of the CHM
~ame
Title/Agencv
Phone
Fax
Address
E-Muil
Tunyu Johnson

Loti HUlIsaka

Program Din.'clor,
Cullural R,'S0lIlc~5
SWCA Environm~nrnl
Consultants
A;isi;itam Proje~t
Manager, Culluml
R~soulces SWCA
Environmental
Consultants
Arch~k'Ologist, OllL,~l.' of
th~ Governor, Public
Lands Policy
Coordination
AltonCoul
Deyelopmcl1l, LLC
Utah Deputy SHPO

Kane County
Sheriff

Knill.' County ShClilrs
Oflice

·H5-64-1...J916

-135-644-2096

Shetilr. [ron Cnumy
Silcliff Dcpaltment

-135-867-7550

-135-867- 7 539

Jamie' Clark

Kdly Beck

Chris McCoun

Mark O.

Gow~r

~01-322-4307

801-322-4308

257 E. 200 South Stl!. 200
Salt Lak~ City, liT 8-1 III

tjohns')I1(g'swca.cnrn

SO 1-322--1307

801-322--1308

257 E. 20() South St.:. 200
Salt Lake City. liT 8-1 III

jclark:ll swca.com

801·537-9()-16

801-531-9226

51l1) Stat<;' Ol1Lcc Building,
P.O. Box -111m. Salt Lake
City litah. 8-1114

kdlybcck~

-135-867-5331

-135·867-1192

463 Nonh 100 \V6t. Ccd"r
City. UT g·P21
300 Rio Grande
Salt Llke Citv. liT &-1101
76 NOl1h Main Street. Kanab,
UT8-1741

CMcCOlIlt(g.altoncoal.wm

801·533-3555

2132 1'<ol1h Main
CitY. Utah 3-17:! I

Stn:~t.

Cedar

utah.goy

Ihunsakep:q,blm.gov
NiA
;>I

A

The County Sheriff's oftice and County Coroner have initial jurisdiction with regard to any discovered
human remains. The County Sheriff and County Coroner may determine that the remains are not modem,
do not renect a crime scene, andior may otherwise relinquish their jurisdiction over the remains.
Upon receiving notice that the County Sheriffs oftice and County Coroner have relinquishedjurisdiction
over the discovery, Alton Coal will notify UDOGM, SHPO. and private landowner {if applicable) by
telephone, followed by written contin113tion by fax or certified maiL The notification will include a brief
description of the discovery. its location, and an explicit statement that the discovery is situated on
federal, state. or private lands (as appropriate). In cases of discoveries of human remains on private land,
Alton Coal will advise the landowner that Native American tribe{s) with an identifiable interest in the
discovery may request to inspect the burial and make recommendations conceming the disposition of the
remains within 48 hours 0 f being notitied. The Utah SHPO may 0 ffer to mediate consulration with the
landowner.
A forensic expert may be required to determine whether the remains are Native American or EuroA.merican. If the remains (Ire found to be Native American and the discovery is on private or state lands,
Alton Coal will consult with UDOGM on how to initiate the notification and consultation process
involving the appropriate Tribe(s) ancl/or private landowner, The Utah SHPO will also detenmne the
appropriate course of action for any non-Native American human remains. and this may include
excavation.
After the appropriate course of action has been detennined, UDOGM in consultation with the Utah SHPO
will provide Alton Coal with notitication of its decision, including specific details of any actions that
Alton Coal must complete before authorization to proceed with mining operations is granted. Alton Coal
will provide written notification to UDOGM and SHPO, including a statement of the nature, scope, and
outcome of the actions completed. After Alton Coal has successfully fultilled any such responsibilities,
UDOGM and/or SHPO will provide Alton Coal with authorization to proceed with mining operations.
Alton Coal will not resume mining operations in the buffer area surrounding the discovery until it has
received authorization to proceed. The authorization may include a statement of any stipulations that will
apply during or after the resumption of mining operations.
INCORPORATE C
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In all human remains discovery cases in which the County Sheriff and County Coroner have relinquished
jurisdiction, the remains will be held temporarily by UDOGM until their final disposition is detem1ined.

7.0 PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING DISCOVERIES IDENTIFIED BY
MINE PERSONNEL
7.1 Training of Mine Personnel
This section details the procedures to be used for unanticipated cultural resources discovery by mine
personnel outside of the locations designated for CHM monitoring, such as within areas of ground
disturbance outside of known sites. Prior to the statt of a mining activity, Alton Coal persorulel directly
involved with the project will be informed of the stipulations provided in this plan. Those instructions will
cover:
•

the procedures regarding the protection of discoveries until such time as they can be properly
evaluated by a qualified professional archaeologist;

•
•

the need to treat all human remains and associated artifacts with dignity and respect;
the procedure for notification of the appropriate Alton Coal persolUlel;

•

the necessity of reporting discoveries in a timely mUlUler and complying with the other
stipulations provided in this plan; and
the penalties for failure to report discoveries or to comply with the procedures outlined in this
plan.

•

)
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7.2 Steps to Protect the Discovery
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Figure 3 summarizes the procedures required for discoveries identified by mine personnel. When a
discovery is encountered, the mining activity that resulted in its exposure will be immediately halted,
followed as soon as possible by the cessation of all othe~ ground-disturbing activity in the immediate
vicinity. All mining activity will cease in the area of the discovery and in a surrounding buffer zone that is
large enough to protect the discovery itself, to protect any other associated features or artifacts, and to
provide a buffer zone for thorough and safe investigation. A general guideline for a buffer area is
approximately 30 m (approximately 100 feet) in all directions around the discovery, but can be enlarged
or reduced as long as it provides adequate protection and is not an unnecessary hindrance to mining
operations. This bllffer area will be fenced.
After all mining activity in the immediate vicinity of the discovery has been halted, the Mine Supervisor
(or designated substitute) will be notified. The supervisor or substitute will inunediately notify the Mine
Inspector or Environmental Inspector, who will then contact an archaeological monitor to determine the
nature of the discovery. If the remains are non-cultural, Alton Coal will be notified and mining activity
can resume. If the discovery is detemlined cultural, the procedures outlined for their treatment in Figure 1
and Sections 4.1 and 4.2 will be implemented. During initial investigation and evaluation of the
discovery, the archaeologist will have the authority to conduct limited testing within the constraints of the
guidelines in the BLM limited testing permit held. Treatment procedures for general archaeological
materials have been detailed in Section 4 and procedures for the treatment of human remains are detailed
in Section 6.
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Mine personnel identify a cultural resource
discovery

Activity is halted In the immediate vicinity of
discovery. and an area around the discovery is
fenced; prevenUlimit vehicie traffic. Recommended
restricted area is at least 100 feet around discovery
30 m (100 feet) In every direction

Mine personnel notifies supervisor who then notifies
the appropriate Alton Coal personnel

Alton Coal contacts a qualified archaeologist to
verify discovery

Archaeologist determines that
the discovery is non-cultural

Archaeologist determines that
the discovery is cultural

Aiton Coal notifies UDOGM &
SHPO

Notify appropriate Alton Coal
personnel

Treated similar to other
discoveries

Halted mining activity may
resume

if necessary. a Treatment Plan
will be prepared

Figure 3. Procedures for addressing cultural resource discoveries by mine personnel
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